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Abstract 


The development of high temperature heat exchangers will play a vital part in the success of High 

Temperature Nuclear Reactors (HTRs). Manufacturing such heat exchangers from metals is becoming 

increasingly difficult as the operating temperatures keep rising. Above lOOO·C most metals loose their 

strength and have high creep rates, while certain ceramic materials (including graphite, in the absence of 

oxygen) are able to operate at these temperatures. _. 

A literature study was done in order to identify the major problems regarding the use of graphite for heat 

exchanger construction as well as to investigate to what extent graphite has been used for heat exchanger 

construction in the past. Following from the literature survey, it was decided to design and manufacture a 

Printed Circuit Heat Exchanger (pCBE) from isotropic graphite to gain experience regarding the use of 

graphite as a heat exchanger material. This heat exchanger was then tested in order to learn about the 

operation of a graphite heat exchanger and to determine its effectiveness. A model of the heat exchanger 

was also constructed in order to determine what the performance of such a heat exchanger should 

theoretically be. 

It was found that the single greatest hurdle standing in the way of graphite being used as a heat exchanger 

material is its high gas permeability. This causes mixing between the two fluid streams as well as 

leakages to the environment, which have a negative effect on the heat exchanger's heat transfer 

capability. The methods used to establish a seal between the consecutive plates of the PCBE are also 

affected by the permeability of the graphite. Coatings on the surface of the graphite might be able to 

reduce its permeability and can also inhibit the high temperature degradation of graphite in the presence 

of oxygen. 

Manufacturing very small flow channels for the PCBE is limited by the availability of small enough end 

mills. Alternative manufucturing techniques is needed to economically construct a graphite PCBE. It 

was also found that the heat transfer effectiveness of the heat exchanger is influenced negatively by heat 

losses to the environment through the outer surface ofthe heat exchanger. Effective insulation around the 

heat exchanger or a graphite material :vith higher heat conductivity perpendic~ar to the flow direction 

might solve this problem. 

This study concluded that if diffusion bonding techniques, effective coatings and a graphite material with 

increased heat conductivity perpendicular to the flow direction are used, manufacturing a printed circuit 

heat exchanger from graphite is feasible. 

Keywords: Graphite; Printed Circuit; Heat Exchanger; Manufucturing; IHX; HTR 
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Uittreksel 


Die ontwikkeling van hoe temperatuur hitteruilers is van uiterste belang vir die suksesvolle 

implementering van Hoe-temperatuur Kemreaktors (HTR's). Aangesien die verwagte werkstemperature 

van hierdie tipe hitteruilers aanhoudend hoer raak, word dit al hoe moeiliker om dit uit metale te 

vervaardig. Meeste metale verloor hul sterkte by temeperature hoer as lOOO·C en het 'n hoe kruiptempo, 

terwyl sekere keramieke (insluitend grafiet, in die afwesigheid van suurstof) by hierdie temeperature kan 

funksioneer. 

'n Literatuurstudie is gedoen met die doel om die grootste probleme met betrekking tot die gebruik van 

grafiet as 'n hitteruilennateriaal te identifiseer, asook om te bepaal tot watter mate grafiet al in die verlede 

gebruik is om hitteruilers te vervaardig. Na aanleiding hiervan is besluit om 'n Geetste-baan Hitteruiler 

(GBH) to ontwerp en uit isotropiese grafiet te vervaardig met die doel om ondervinding op te doen 

aangaande die gebruik van grafiet as 'n hitteruiler material. Daarna is hierdie hitteruiler getoets om die 

werking van 'n grafiet hitteruiler te ondersoek. 'n Model is ook opgestel sodat 'n vergelyking gemaak 

kan word tussen die teoretiese resultate vanuit die model en die werklike resultate vanuit die toetse. 

Die gasdeurlaatbaarheid van grafiet is gerdentifiseer as die grootste struikelblok in die gebruik van grafiet 

as 'n hitteruilennateriaal. As gevolg hiervan vind vennenging van die twee vloeiers plaas en is lekkasies 

na die omgewing ondervind wat 'n negatiewe effek het op die effektiwitiet van die hitteruiler. Ook die 

metodes wat gebruik kan word om 'n seel tussen die onderskeie hitteruiler plate te bewerkstellig word 

deur die deurlaatbaarheid van die grafiet bemvloed. Hierdie probleem kan moontlik opgelos word deur 'n 

geskikte dun lagie op die oppervlak van die grafiet aan te bring. So 'n dun lagit} kan ook gebruik word 

om die degradasie van grafiet by hoe temperature in die teenwoordigheid van suurstofte verminder. 

Die vervaardiging van die baie klein vloei kanaal1jies van 'n GBH word by grafiet beperk deur die 

beskikbaarheid van klein genoeg snybeitels. Altematiewe vervaardigingsmetodes word benodig om 'n 

grafiet GBH ekonomies te vervaardig. Hierdie studie het ook bevind dat baie hitte na die omgewing 

verlore gaan deur die buitewande van die hitteruiler. Genoegsame isolasie of 'n grafiet met 'n verhoogde 

hittegeleidingsvennoe loodreg op die vloeirigting mag moontlik hierdie probleem oplos. 

Hierdie studie het tot die gevolgtrekking gekom dat indien diffusiehegtingsmetodes, effektiewe dun lagies 

en 'n grafiet met 'n verhoogde hittegeleidingsvennoe loodreg op die vloeirigting gebruik word, die 

vervaardiging van 'n GBH uit grafiet moontlik is. 

Sleutelwoorde: Grafiet; Geetste-baan; Hitteruiler; Vervaardiging; ll:IX; HTR 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and Objective 

The concept of the High Temperature nuclear Reactor (HTR) has enjoyed much attention in the 

energy production industry in recent years. There are many reasons for this, including its 

improved safety characteristics, high energy efficiencies, its ability to produce energy with zero 

CO2 emissions and because it can deliver very high temperature process heat (around 10000C). 

There are many commercial applications for the high temperature heat produced by HTRs. 

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of some of these applications: 

High 

Temperature 

Nuclear Heat 


District Heating IChemical Process Heat I 
Figure 1: Uses of high temperature nuclear heat 

To use nuclear heat for these and other applications, one has to be able to transfer the heat 

generated in the core of the nuclear reactor to the application. There are two proven methods 

to achieve this, namely a direct or an indirect cycle 1. The difference between the two methods 

is shown schematically in Figure 2: 

1 There are also systems that combine these two methods, called combined cycles. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

In the case of a direct cycle, the fluid flowing through the nuclear reactor is the same fluid that 

drives the application. An indirect cycle transfers the heat from the primary loop (flowing 

through the nuclear reactor) to the secondary loop (driving the application)2: 

Direct Cycle Indirect Cycle 

I 
r-----------' 

I 
r------------------I 
I I 

I I I I
I I 

: r-,Ir-------~i r---~-------/~-----~---,11-----~ 
I I 

I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I High Tempera!ura I High TemperatufD I 
j Nuclear Reactor 1 Nuclear Reactor IProcess Application Process APplication 
I I I 
I (Electricity production! process I I (Electric!\;' production, process 
I steam, etc.) I I slaam, etc.) 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 1 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 1 
I 
I : L;-i____---' 
I I Primal)' I Secondary
I : LOOP: LoopI 

I I 
1L. ___________ J1 LI _________________ I ----- Reactorbulldlng 
1 1 

~ 

Figure 2: Direct Cycle vs. Indirect Cycle 

Heat transfer from the primary to the secondary loop is achieved by using an Intermediate Heat 

Exchanger3 (IHX) placed as shown in Figure 3. 

2 The use of the second loop in the indirect cycle becomes obvious when one considers the safety 

implications of directly coupling the primary loop with a process application. The primary loop of a 

nuclear reactor might contain some radioactive contaminants picked up in the reactor core. If these 

contaminants were to escape from the reactor building, it may cause catastrophic radioactive pollution. 

By using a primary loop that never leaves the reactor building, the chances of contaminants escaping are 

reduced greatly. Also, the loss of the core coolant (the fluid in the primary loop) due to a breach of the 

primary loop is regarded as a very serious accident scenario in the nuclear industry. If the heat 

generated in the core is not sufficiently removed, the reactor may experience a meltdown. This problem 

is mitigated by reducing t~e risk of damage to the coolant loop by not exposing it to the environment 

outside of the reactor building. Because of these reasons, it is better to use the primary loop only to 

remove the heat from the core and to use a secondary loop to deliver the heat to the application. 

3 Since IHXs for HTRs transfer heat at very high temperatures, they will be treated as synonymous to high 

temperature heat exchangers throughout this dissertation. 
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i 
I 
I 

I 	 I 
I 	 I 

I 
High Temperature Intermediate 

I I Process Applicafion 

,I 	 I 
Nuclear Reactor Heat Exchanger 

I I 
I I (Electricity production. process 

I steam. etc.) ,I 	 I 
I 

! I,,I 	 I 
I 
I,I 	 I 

I 	 I 

I
,I 	 I, II 

I 	 I 
Primary 	 Secondary1 

Loop 	 Loop1 
I 	 - Reaclorbul'ding 

--------~------

Figure 3: Placement of an intermediate heat exchanger 

IHXs used in HTRs will operate at temperatures in the range of 700°C - 1000°C and even 

slightly higher (McDonald, 1996:31). This makes the choice of heat exchanger material very 

important and problematic, since a material is needed that can withstand these high 

temperatures. The use of metals for this type of heat exchanger has been proven in the past. 

A helical tube bundle heat exchanger, produced from Inconel 617, was tested up to 950°C in a 

10MW, electrically heated circuit by the Germans in the 1980's, using helium as both the 

primary and the secondary fluid (McDonald, 1996:12). The heat exchanger performed well 

during these tests and the Inconel material provided satisfactory high temperature strength. 

However, due to certain manufacturing, maintenance and operational issues, tubes with large 

diameters (15mm 30mm), spaced relatively far from each other had to be used in this design. 

This resulted in the heat exchanger having a moderate surface compactness (heat transfer area 

per unit volume) of 50m2/m 3 and a thermal density of 4.5MW/m3
. According to McDonald 

(1996:13), a surface compactness of above 1 000m2/m3 with a power density of about 15MW/m2 

is needed to construct an economically viable IHX for an HTR. Achieving these values was 

proven impractical for metal helical bundle heat exchangers by the cited experiment. This 

highlights the first hurdle when considering metals for high temperature heat exchanger 

manufacturing, namely that, even though a few metals is able to withstand temperatures higher 

than 1000·C, a commercial heat exchanger designed using them will have to be extremely large 

due to its power density being limited by maintenance and operational issues. Also, the cost of 

such a large heat exchanger, manufactured from expensive nickel based alloys, will be too high 

to be economically viable. 

Another problem when considering metals for manufacturing a high temperature heat 

exchanger is the fact that all metals exhibit a decrease in strength with increasing temperature. 

This is evident from Figure 4, which shows the results of tensile tests performed on four high 
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~--------~- ----------- ..... -.~.-- .. --------

temperature alloys at different temperatures (Hechanova, 2006:17). These tests show that all 

four of the alloys exhibit a large decrease in yield strength at about 800°C. This decrease in 

strength means that metals will display increasingly high creep rates and lower structural 

integrity at high temperatures which is unacceptable in heat exchanger design. 

-----'"""""----------------..,....--~_,r-------------___r===='i 

100 
90 

............ C-.22 

-.t.-C-.276 
120 

............ C·22 

--,r,- C·276 

80 ____ Waspaloy ____Waspliloy 
70 ~800H '""'*-.800H 
60 

W 50 
~. 

40 
30 
20 
10 

Q 

0 200 400 600800 1000 o 200400 600 800 1000 
Tempurfure IOC) Temperature (°0) 

Figure 4: Percentage elongation and yield strength vs. temperature for high temperature alloys 

(Hechanova, 2006) 

A further issue regarding metals is the fact that most metals are very susceptible to oxidation in 

air at high temperatures. To render them more resistant to oxidation, expensive alloying 

elements such as molybdenum and chromium have to be added to the alloy, which increases 

the overall cost of the material (Budinski & Budinski, 2002:424). 

Due to the problems cited and since reliability and economic viability is so important in the 

nuclear industry, ongoing efforts are made to explore the use of alternative materials for use in 

heat exchangers operating at elevated temperatures. 

It has been advocated that the use of ceramic materials could provide solutions to the problems 

above (McDonald, 1996:22) since these materials, in general, exhibit acceptable yield strength, 

high creep resistance and resistance to oxidation at high temperatures. 

One particular ceramic studied for use in high temperature heat exchangers is silicon carbide 

(SiC) (Schulte-Fischedick et a/., 2006:1285), mainly because of its good thermal conductivity

an important conSideration in heat exchanger design due to the fact that it is needed to provide 

acceptable heat transfer effectiveness. Similar to most other ceramic materials, SiC is 

extremely hard and brittle, making it a difficult material to shape and form for manufacturing 

purposes. Also, its relatively large thermal expansion coefficient makes it very sensitive to 

temperature fluctuations. 
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Another group of materials that, like SiC, display good thermal conductivities is graphite 

materials. Although they exhibit acceptably high thermal stability in protective atmospheres, 

these materials may surpass SiC as a candidate material for use in high temperature heat 

exchangers in that they display very small thermal expansion coefficients and are, generally, 

much easier to shape and form. 

The objective of this study is to further explore the use of graphite as a viable heat exchanger 

material by reviewing problems associated with its use and also the extent to which it is 

currently used in the heat exchanger industry. Furthermore, the associated practical problems 

and material issues regarding graphite are investigated hands on in order to get a feel for the 

use of this material for such an application. It is envisaged that the experience gained in this 

manner will contribute to an understanding of the manufacturing feasibility of a high temperature 

graphite heat exchanger. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Survey 

2.1 Graphite as a Heat Exchanger Material 

The use of graphite as a high temperature heat exchanger material introduces some problems. 

Firstly, graphite is known to be a porous material. If graphite were to be used for the 

manufacturing of a heat exchanger, this porosity would cause fluid permeation between the 

primary and secondary fluids, which is unacceptable in a nuclear environment. 

A second problem when using graphite for high temperature heat exchanger manufacturing is 

the degradation that graphite undergoes when exposed to an oxidising environment at high 

temperatures. This degradation starts at temperatures as low as 300°C. According to Xiaowei 

et al. (2004:279), the oxidation rate is very low below 400°C, but rises sharply between 500°C 

and 850°C. This limits the use of graphite in air to low temperature applications and poses a 

risk for its use in a heat exchanger for the HTR, or any other very high temperature application 

(>1000°C). 

A third subject that needs to be studied is the shaping of graphite. The local knowledge on this 

matter is limited and more information is needed before any manufacturing using graphite can 

be done. 

Lastly, a review is done of the low temperature graphite heat exchanger designs currently in 

use. 

2.2 The Permeability problem 

The pores in graphite are a result of its manufacturing process. Budinski & Budinski (2002:296) 

explain this as follows: petroleum coke (from the incomplete combustion of coal or petroleum) is 

milled into a fine powder and mixed with a pitch binder. This paste-like material is then formed 

by extrusion, or other methods, to create partially completed shapes, which are then sintered at 

very high temperature (around 1000°C). By sintering, all of the volatiles are removed from the 

product as gases and a material consisting of a mixture of graphite and amorphous carbon 

remains. The spaces that were once filled by the gases remain as a network of open pores 

throughout the material. The final stage of the process consists of graphitising the product 

during long periods of high temperature (25000 C - 28000 C) exposure. During this stage, the 

carbon atoms arrange themselves into the organised hexagonal planes of the graphitic 

structure. The porosity of the material is reduced somewhat during graphitising, but the average 

completed graphite plate still has a porosity of 18% - 32% (Wang et al., 2004:1027). This 

intrinsically porous nature of graphite is observed even in high quality, isotropic, nuclear grade 

graphite (Sun et al., 2004:1). 
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The method used most often to stop gas permeation through graphite is called impregnation. 

During this process, a filler material is used to infiltrate the graphite and fill the pores, thereby 

sealing the surface and closing all gas flow paths. The choice of filler material is a very 

important since the properties of this material determine many of the operating boundaries of 

the heat exchanger. In a study by Wang et a/. (2004:1027) poly-tetrafluoroethylene was used 

(PTFE) as the impregnating material, reducing the porosity of a graphite plate from 18.24% to 

3.29%. This proves that a polymer filler is very effective in reducing gas permeation at low 

temperatures, but it cannot be used in high temperature heat exchangers because of its low 

softening point. Therefore, studies was undertaken to find filler materials able to withstand 

higher temperatures. Sogabe et a/. (1996:70) impregnated a high density isotropic graphite with 

boron oxide at 12000 C and 15MPa. A decrease in nitrogen permeability at 25°C of four orders 

of magnitude was reported. The boron oxide has a maximum operating temperature of 400°C, 

which is substantially better than the polymer, but not nearly the 10000 C needed for the HTR 

heat exchangers. In another study, Sogabe and Matsumoto (1995:386) impregnated a high 

density isotropic graphite with two different borosilicate glasses at 1200°C and 15MPa. It was 

shown that impregnation by one of the glasses reduced the gas permeation of the graphite by 

as much as five orders of magnitude. These glasses have softening points of about 600°C. It 

was also concluded that machining of the graphite after impregnation reduces the effectiveness 

of the impregnating material in sealing the graphite. 

From the above studies it is evident that, even though the graphite itself can withstand 

~xtremely high temperatures, the usable temperature of the material is limited by the melting or 

softening point of the impregnating material. Thus, impregnation by these specific materials is 

not suitable for sealing graphite that will be used for a high temperature IHX and more options 

need to be considered. One such an option is found in a study on the gas permeability of 

graphite impregnated with a copper-titanium alloy (Sogabe et a/., 1996:1154). This material 

showed a reduction in permeability similar to that obtained by the borosilicate glass, but the 

difference lies in the obtainable operating temperature. The alloy used was 99% copper with 

1 % titanium by weight. The purpose of the 1 % titanium was to increase the wettability of the 

copper on graphite. Pure copper generally does not have a good wettability on carbon 

materials. From the phase diagram of copper and titanium, shown in Figure 5, can be seen that 

the liquid phase for this alloy starts at about 1050°C. This is much higher than the melting 

points of any of the other impregnating materials mentioned. Because of this, the impregnation 

of graphite with a copper-titanium alloy (1 % Ti by weight) seems to be a viable option as a high 

temperature graphite surface sealing method. 
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Figure 5: Copper Titanium phase diagram (Saito et a/., 1976:267) 

Another possible method to seal the surface of graphite and still retain its high temperature 

operability is to use carbon itself as the sealant. Two forms of carbon seem rather suitable. 

The first is pyrolytic carbon. This form of carbon is created by a process called Chemical 

Vapour Deposition (CVD), in which a gaseous hydrocarbon is chemically decomposed onto a 

substrate at closely regulated temperatures, pressures and concentrations. Pyro\ytic carbon (or 

pyrocarbon) is reported to have a gas permeability between 4 and 13 orders of magnitude less 

than the average isotropic graphite (Pierson, 1993:161). 

The second form of carbon that might be suitable is known as glassy carbon (Figure 6). Glassy 

carbon is created by the carbonisation of specific resins, notably phenol based and furfural 

ones. This creates a smooth, hard, and shiny carbon that cannot be graphitised and has a 

closed microporous structure. Glassy carbon is reported as having a gas permeability of 10 

orders of magnitude less than natural graphite (Setton, 2002:6). Thus, both of these carbon 

materials have the potential to decrease the permeability of graphite substantially without 

affecting the high temperature operability at all. However, further study is needed to prove their 

practical applicability. 
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Figure 6: Crucibles made from glassy carbon SIGRADlIR® 

2.3 Degradation of Graphite at High Temperature 

There are different approaches to stop the oxidation of graphite at high temperatures. 

According to McKee (1991: 174) the methods normally used can be categorized into two main 

groups, namely active site poisoning of the material and using oxygen barrier coatings. 

The method of active site poisoning involves dipping the graphite in some aqueous solution and 

drying it afterwards. The deposit that is left on the graphite inhibits the reaction of oxygen with 

carbon and thus helps to prevent degradation. Active site poisoning has a limited effective 

lifetime and is usually more suited to low temperature applications (Weiming & Chung, 

2002: 1249). The other method, namely oxygen barrier coatings, relies on a physical coating of 

some material applied over the entire graphite component to keep oxygen away from the 

carbon. These coatings are usually in the form of either a noble metal (like iridium, platinum or 

rhodium (McKee (1991: 176)) or some ceramic (like SiC, TiC, ZrSi04 or glass (Weiming & 

Chung, 2002:1249». The cost of noble metal coatings is, of course, exceptionally high and the 

wetting of graphite by metals is generally poor (Molina et a/., 2007:991). Ceramic coatings, on 

the other hand, are much cheaper and the CVD process generally used to create them is well 

understood. The ceramic investigated the most as an oxygen barrier is silicon carbide (SiC). It 

has a high thermal conductivity and is easily deposited on the graphite surface. The only 

trouble with silicon carbide is that its Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) is different to that 

of graphite. This causes the SiC coating to crack during thermal cycles, creating paths for 

oxygen to reach the graphite substrate. A solution put forth by Fergus & Worrell (1995:537) is 

to use an outer layer of SiC together with an inner layer of boron nitride or boron carbide. The 

boron in this inner layer reacts with silica formed on the walls of the cracks of the SiC, creating a 

borosilicate with low viscosity. This bordsilicate then flows over the exposed graphite substrate 
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at the bottom of the crack, covering it and protecting it from oxidation. The study found that this 

double layer will protect a graphite sUbstrate for 9 days at 1500°C and for 6 days at 1400oC. 

Unfortunately, lower temperatures were not included in this study and how this system will 

perform at 1000°C it is therefore unknown. 

The degradation inhibiting coatings discussed may also, with further study, prove to be solutions 

to the permeability problem discussed in the previous section because they cover the entire 

graphite surface, inadvertently sealing all the open pores and thus stopping the flow of gas 

through the material. It might therefore prove useful to examine the possibility of finding a 

coating that is a simultaneous solution to both problems. 

A question that may rightly be asked at this stage, is whether a protective barrier coating is 

really necessary in the inert helium environment of the HTR. There should be little or no free 

oxygen available to cause oxidation of the graphite. The problem is that it is very difficult to 

keep all oxygen out of the reactor main loop. According to Xiaowei et a/.(2004:279), the 

graphite internals of the HTR-104 research reactor did show some degradation even in the inert 

helium atmosphere. The source of oxygen seemed to be a leak in the steam generator as well 

as air trapped in the graphite components inside the reactor. If these sources of oxygen could 

be removed or the helium could be cleaned continuously, the oxidation of all the graphite 

components inside the main loop, including the IHX, could be controlled at acceptable levels. It 

seems that the best solution to the high temperature graphite degradation problem would be to 

try and create a completely inert environment, rather than to try and protect each component 

individually by coatings. However, since this is an idealisation of reality, further investigation 

into coatings is probably needed. 

2.4 Shaping of Graphite 

Due to the high chemical inertness of graphite, chemical etching is usually not an option when 

shaping graphite. Mechanical shaping methods are more suitable to this material, with the most 

common process being high speed milling. 

The milling of isotropic graphite has been proven successful by a number of studies, including 

Nieminen et al. (1996:32), Schroeter et at. (2006:128) and Yang et al. (2009:4395). This 

process is a common practice in the mould and die manufacturing industry, where graphite 

electrodes are manufactured for use in Electron Discharge Machining (EDM) processes. 

4 The HTR-10 is a 10MW pebble bed nuclear test reactor that is located at the Institute of Nuclear Energy 

Technology, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China. 
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According to Nieminen ef a/. (1996:25) the mechanism of the machining of graphite is very 

different from that of metals due to the great differences in their toughness, hardness and 

microstructure. Graphite is not cut by undergoing plastic deformation, removing material in the 

form of chips as is the case in metals. According to Schroeter ef a/. (2006:129) graphite 

undergoes brittle fracture at the cutting point, removing the material by creating very small dust 

particles. Because of this brittle nature, there are no high temperatures present in the tool and 

the machining forces are relatively low. 

According to Kalpakjian and Schmid (2006:726), several independent parameters are used to 

define a normal end-milling operation. These are: 

Vcutter Surface speed of the cutter or cutting speed in metres/minute. 

D Tool diameter in metres. 

- n Number of teeth on the tool. 


F Feed per tooth in millimetre/tooth 


These parameters are then used to calculate more usable values which are actually used in the 

programming of a Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) milling machine. These are: 

N Vautter [1]
D 

where 

N The rotational speed of the spindle (RPM), 

and 

u=FxNxn [2] 

where 

u Linear speed of the work piece or the feed rate in (mm/min) 

The above mentioned stUdies have all used different machining parameters in their tests, as 

shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Machining parameters used in different studies 

Machining Parameters 

Study V cutter 

(m/min) 
D 

(mm) 
F 

(mm/tooth) 
n 

Nieminen et a/. 
(1996:26) 

424 -1400 3 and 10 0.08 and 0.2 2 

Schroeter et a/. 
(2006:129) 

200 - 800 8 and 16 0.05 2 

Yang et a/. 
(2009:4395) 

160 -240' 10 0.05 and 0.1 2 

Nieminen et a/. (1996:32) concluded that the feed rate was the most important parameter 

influencing accuracy, whereas cutting speed influences tool life negatively. Schroeter et a/. 

(2006:131) disagrees with the finding that higher cutting speeds decreases tool life, saying that 

" ... in the case of machining graphite, in contrast to machining ferrous materials, hardened or 

not, an increase in cutting speed does not reduce the tool life", In fact, their studies showed an 

increase in tool life with higher cutting speeds. Yang et a/. (2009:4395) agrees that the lower 

feed rates produce a better surface finish, but concludes that it also creates more flank wear 

since the tool is in contact with the work piece for a longer time. 

When consulting the machining data provided by tool manufacturers (SECO Machining 

Navigator Catalogue: Solid End Mills, 2008:119), the following parameters are recommended 

for machining graphite with a 1.5mm, 2 fluted end millS; 

Vcutter =400m/min orthe maximum RPM ofthe milling machine 

F =0.018 mm/tooth 

These values correlate with those in the studies of Table 1. 

One more thing must be noted about the macnining of graphite. According to Schroeter et al 

(2006:129) the machining of graphite produces fine particles in the form of a powder. This is 

different from metals, which create large chips of material upon machining. These fine particles 

will infiltrate the motors and mechanisms of the mill and may cause fouling and even damage. 

Since graphite is a conductor of electricity, airborne particles may also cause damage by 

creating short circuits in electronic equipment. It is therefore vital to employ an effective vacuum 

cleaning system to remove the dust particles as they are being cut away from the work piece. 

5 This is the tool used to machine the heat exchanger plates discussed further on in this study. 
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2.5 Graphite heat exchanger designs 

2.5.1 Current Graphite Heat Exchanger Types 

For a long time graphite heat exchangers have had a fixed place in the industry as a heat 

management component. They are mostly used in 'the chemical industry, where they are 

utilised because of their unparalleled chemical inertness. They are usually made from a 

polymer impregnated graphite so as to solve the porosity problem. However, because of this, 

their operating temperatures are limited to about 200·C (See section 2.2). Therefore, current 

commercial graphite heat exchangers are not seen as a high temperature heat management 

solution. The two designs used most often are the block type heat exchanger and the plate 

type heat exchanger. 

2.5.1.1 Block Type Graphite Heat Exchangers 

From the SGL Block Heat Exchanger Brochure (2008), a block type graphite heat exchanger 

can be seen as a shell-and-tube heat exchanger where the tUbe-side fluid, as well as the shell

side fluid, flows through individual flow channels. They are made from solid cylindrical or cubic 

graphite blocks with the primary flow passages drilled through them axially. The secondary flow 

passages are then drilled through the block, perpendicular to the primary passages in such a 

manner that none of the primary and secondary passages intersect. A few of these blocks are 

then stacked on top of each other and the whole stack is placed inside a metal vessel acting as 

the pressure boundary. The primary fluid passes axially through the aligned passages from one 

block to the other, while the secondary fluid flows in a serpentine fashion through the 

perpendicular passages, guided by baffles. A graphical representation of a block type heat 

exchanger is shown in Figure 7: 
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Figure 7: Block type heat exchanger segments (from SGL Block Heat Exchanger Brochure (2008)) and a 

schematic representation of a block type heat exchanger in operation. 

2.5.1.2 Plate Type Graphite Heat Exchangers 

Plate type heat exchangers have a more advanced design than block type heat exchangers 

based on claims that they increase the heat transfer area and effectiveness, while decreasing 

the bulk of the component. 

From studying the SGL Plate Heat Ex~hanger Brochure (2008), plate type heat exchangers can 

be described as a stack of thin, large plates. These plates are milled or pressed to result in a 

corrugated surface area in the centre with either the primary or secondary flow paths on the 

sides. The primary and secondary fluid plates are then stacked consecutively, acting as the 

core of the heat exchanger. A leak tight seal is created between the plates by using a sealing 

mechanism like a gasket or an a-ring and applying pressure on the stack through pressure 

plates located at each end of the stack. Figure 8 shows a depiction of this kind of heat 

exchanger: 
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Hot Fluid 

Cold Fluid 

Figure 8: Plate type graphite heat exchanger (modified after SGL Plate Heat Exchanger Brochure 

(2008)) 

Plate type heat exchangers have very high heat transfer densities since the fluid is exposed to 

very large surface areas. They are also modular, making it easy to increase the heat transfer 

area by simply adding more plates. Another advantage of the plate design is ease of 

manufacturing. By using modern CNC milling machines, the corrugated pattern can easily be 

machined into the surface of the plates. 
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2.5.2 Printed Circuit Heat exchanger 

Figure 9: Simple schematic representation of a typical printed circuit heat exchanger 

Another type of heat exchanger similar in construction and design to plate type heat exchangers 

is the Printed Circuit Heat Exchanger (PCHE) (see Figure 9). It uses the same type of 

alternating plate configuration as the plate type heat exchanger discussed in Section 2.5.1.2 

and also have large heat transfer areas. The main difference between these two heat 

exchanger types lies in the shape of the flow channels formed onto the surface of individual 

plates. Where plate-type heat exchangers use only one large corrugated surface per plate, 

PCHEs have a large number of small individual flow channels etched or machined into every 

plate's surface. These flow channels usually have very small diameters «1 mm), and there is a 

high density of channels per unit area in an effort to increase the heat transfer area and the 

convection heat transfer coefficient. The effect of decreasing the channel diameter is evident 

from the standard expression for the convection heat transfer coefficient for internal flow 

h= [3] 

where: 

Convection heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 .K), 

Nusselt number, 

Conduction heat transfer coefficient (W/m.K) and 

Hydraulic diameter of the channels (m). 
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The hydraulic diameter is defined as 

[4] 

where: 

Cross sectional flow area of a single channel (m2) and 

p Wetted perimeter of a single channel (m). 

To decrease DH, Ao needs to be decreased. But as Ao is decreased, so is P since the area and 

the perimeter (or circumference) are interconnected. But still, this causes DH to become 

smaller, since the area Ao is a quadratic value while P is linear. And so, as DH is decreased, the 

value of h increases. This in turn increases the amount of heat transferred from the hot to the 

cold stream. The downside of this is the resulting increase in pressure drop according to the 

relationship 

lip ~(f L", + L: K, J!p,V' [5) 
DH i=l,n 2 

where: 

Ap Pressure drop in a channel (Pa), 

Darcy-Weisbach friction factor (m), f 
Loh Channel length (m), 


K Pipe loss factors, 


Fluid density at the inlet (kg/m3
) and
Pi 

V Fluid velocity (m/s) 

From Equation [5] it is found that a decrease in DH will result in an increase in pressure drop. 

To counter this effect in PCHEs, the fluid velocity V is kept as low as possible, resulting in the 

fact that the flow in most PCHEs is laminar. Laminar flow again gives lower heat transfer rates 

compared to turbulent flow. Thus, the optimal design for a compact PCHE would be a balance 

between pressure drop and heat transfer effectiveness. 

When manufacturing PCHEs from metals or ceramics, the flow channels are usually chemically 

etched into the individual plates. After the channels have been formed, the plates are diffusion 

bonded together to form one block of material containing the flow passages. If diffusion 
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bonding techniques are correctly applied, the joints between the individual plates can reach the 

same strength as that of the parent material (Li et a/., 2008:285). 

2.6 Conclusion 

The problems of graphite porosity and degradation have been studied extensively by the 

scientific community, and feasible solutions to both have been proposed. However, these 

studies were not directly related to high temperature heat exchanger design, manufacturing and 

construction. Also, much of the knowledge about the design, manufacture and operation of 

current, low temperature graphite heat exchangers are close guarded industrial secrets, and 

even though the printed circuit heat exchanger has all of the advantages mentioned, no record 

of the manufacturing of such a heat exchanger from graphi,te could be found in the literature. 

2.7 Aim of this study 

The aim of this study is to gain experience in using graphite for the manufacturing of a heat 

exchanger. This is accomplished by designing, manufacturing and testing a laboratory scale 

unit produced from isotropic graphite. It was decided to use a printed circuit type design, since 

it seems that very little is known about the use of graphite in this type of heat exchanger. 

Even though the use of graphite calls for a protective surface coating to eliminate gas 

permeation and graphite degradation, and for diffusion bonding techniques to obtain a gas tight 

seal between the PCHE elements, a lack of funds and facilities prevent the use of these 

technologies in this study. However, by conducting the tests at atmospheric pressure, the 

permeation of gas through the graphite is minimised. Graphite degradation is eliminated by 

restricting gas temperatures to below 300°C and it is therefore possible to use sealing methods 

like o-rings or gaskets to create the seal between the heat exchanger elements, 

It is also the aim of this study to construct a theoretical model of the laboratory scale unit in 

order to compare the results generated from the theory with that provided by the testing of the 

heat exchanger. 
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3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to inform the reader of how the laboratory scale printed circuit heat 

exchanger was designed, manufactured and tested. The results from the tests are presented at 

the end of the chapter. 

3.2 Heat Exchanger Design 

3.2.1 PCHE Flow Channel Configuration 

With PCHEs, the configuration of the flow channels on the individual plates is important for a 

number of reasons. It impacts on the heat transfer effectiveness of the h'eat exchanger and has a 

large effect on the pressure drop across it. According to Tsuzuki et a/. (2007:1704) the 

conventional design for the flow pattern configuration of a compact PCHE is a zigzag pattern of 

continuous channels, like that shown in Figure 10. The channels are made as small as possible 

in an attempt to increase the convection heat transfer coefficient as described in Section 2.5.2. It 

is claimed however, that this configuration creates large pressure drops between the heat 

exchanger inlet and outlet. It was proved from Computational Flow Dynamics (CFD) models that 

this was due to turbulence caused by reverse flows, swirls and eddies being created as the fluid 

flows around the sharp zigzag corners. This is not a favourable phenomenon, since a high 

energy input is needed to overcome this pressure drop, which in turn reduces the overall 

efficiency of the heat exchanger. 

Ma in F1IDw clireoti.::.n 

Figure 10: Zigzag flow configuration for a PCHE 

In their study Tsuzuki et at (2007: 1704) proposed a more advanced design consisting of 

discontinuous, sine-shaped fins claimed to resulted in a pressure drop five times smaller than that 
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of the traditional zigzag pattern without a reduction in heat transfer capability. Figure 11 shows a 

sample of this configuration. In their CFD analysis of this configuration, it was shown that the 

reduction in pressure drop was due to the elimination of all eddies and reverse flows by the 

smooth sine-shaped fins, creating a more laminar flow around the bends. Because of these 

advantages, it was decided that this would be a favourable configuration to use in the 

manufacturing of the laboratory scale graphite PCHE of this study. 

MainFlp:w Dire pn 

Figure 11: Discontinuous sine wave shaped flow configuration. (Tsuzuki et al., 2007:1704) 

3.2.2 Laboratory Scale Graphite Printed Circuit Heat Exchanger Design 

As discussed in the previous section, it was decided to construct a laboratory scale printed circuit 

heat exchanger from graphite. The configuration of the flow channels of the individual plates has 

also been decided on. It was then decided to design a heat exchanger with an appropriately 

small size so as to suit the available manufacturing and testing facilities. This section discusses 

the identified material for the construction of the heat exchanger, as well as the chosen heat 

exchanger size and geometry. This is followed by an explanation of the design of the heat 

exchanger and all its features. 
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3.2.2.1 Material chosen for the design of the heat exchanger 

Graphite, in its natural form, is an anisotropic material. This anisotropy is caused by graphite's 

microscopic structure, which consists of stacked layers of flat graphite sheets. These layers are 

usually aligned during manufacturing processes such as extrusion. Because of this, the material 

properties of graphite differ with respect to the orientation of the layers. In order to find a more 

isotropic graphite, manufacturers have developed manufacturing processes that do not cause the 

graphite layers to align. One such process is isostatic moulding, in which graphite is shaped by 

moulding it at high pressure and temperature, causing the graphite layers to be randomly 

orientated. The result is a high density, small kernelled, isotropic graphite material in which the 

material properties, such as heat conductivity, is unaffected by the orientation of the material 

grains. Because the use of this material eliminates the need for orientation dependant design 

and engineering, isotropic graphite was chosen as the material for the design and manufacturing 

of the laboratory scale heat exchanger. 

3.2.2.2 Chosen heat exchanger size and flow geometry 

The heat exchanger core dimensions were chosen relatively small so that is could easily be 

manufactured on the available machinery and could be accommodated by the available testing 

facilities. The dimensions of the chosen core size of a single plate are shown in Figure 12. The 

number of plates in the heat exchanger (which designates the height of the heat exchanger) was 

identified as twelve. 

Figure 12: Overall dimensions of heat exchanger core (dimensions in mm) 
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Figure 13: Section view of a segment of two stacked heat exchanger plates (dimensions in mm) 

From Figure 13 the thickness of a single heat exchanger plate is shown to be Smm. This value 

was constrained by the dimensions of the available material. Since it was unknown at the time 

what the magnitude of the forces on the end mill used for the machining of the channels would 

be, the channel depth (or fin height) was chosen conservatively shallow (2mm) in an effort to 

minimise these forces. 

The design of the flow configuration is based on the discontinuous sine wave configuration 

proposed by Tsuzuki et a/. (2007:1704). The shape of the fin was created by fitting smooth 

curves through specific points around a sine form with the help of CAD software (Figure 14). This 

single fin shape was then replicated, as shown in Figure 1S, to cover the entire core surface of 

the heat exchanger plate (Figure 12). 

Figure 14: Fin shape deduced from the sine wave (dimensions in mm) 
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Figure 15: Sine wave shaped fins relative positions (dimensions in mm) 

The choice of channel width (2.5mm) is a compromise between increasing the heat transfer area 

(according to Equations [3] and [4]) and the availability of end mills small enough to machine the 

channels. The horizontal spacing of the fins (10.5mm) was chosen so that the leading and 

trailing edges of consecutive fins line up appropriately. 

3.2.2.3 Discussion on the heat exchanger design 

A Computer Aided Design (CAD) model of a single heat exchanger plate, with the and flow 

channel configuration as discussed in the previous section, is shown in Figure 16. This single 

plate consists of a graphite slab, 250mm long, 1 OOmm wide and 5mm thick with the flow patterns 

machined onto one side. 

z

l(Y 
x 

Figure 16: Isometric view of a single HX plate design model (view of plate underside in background) 
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To provide the heat transfer fluid to the core of the heat exchanger, four gas ducts situated at the 

corners of the heat exchanger core are used. These ducts are formed by the four large borings 

on each individual plate lined up when more than one plate is stacked on top of each other. Each 

duct is coupled to one of the inlets or outlets of the heat exchanger and is designed to act as a 

manifold for the heat exchanger core, distributing and accumulating the heat transfer fluid to and 

from the core. 

Normally, PCHEs would need differing designs for consecutive plates to allow for separate flow 

paths for the hot and the cold streams respectively. The current design eliminates this need by 

using a single, symmetrical plate design for both fluid paths. By simply rotating consecutive 

plates 1800 around their Z-axis, the hot and cold fluid paths are separated from each other 

(Figure 17). Also, the use of a single plate design increases the efficiency of manufacturing 

because a single machining setup can be used to machine all of the plates for the entire heat 

exchanger core. 

Figure 17: Exploded view of two stacked HX plates 

To align the plates to each other as they are stacked, each plate is designed with two alignment 

holes situated at diagonal corners. When stacking the plates, guide pins can be used to align 

these holes for consecutive plates, ensuring that the cor~ and gas ducts are well aligned. 

All the fins in the core are designed to have sharp leading and trailing edges. This is done in 

order to minimise the pressure drop between the heat exchanger inlets and outlets. By making 

these edges sharp, eddy currents and reverse flows are minimised, thus reducing drag and 

ultimately the pressure drop across the heat exchanger. 
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To keep the two fluid streams from mixing, some form of seal between the plates is needed. The 

sealing method of choice would be to use diffusion bonding methods to permanently join 

consecutive plates to each other, thereby creating a robust seal between the fluid streams. 

However, due to a lack of funds and facilities this technology could not be used in this study. 

Thus, it was decided to use a-ring seals to establish the seal. To keep the fluid streams from 

mixing, seals are placed around two of the borings on each plate. The seal between the streams 

and the environment is established by placing another seal around the perimeter of each plate. 

Even though the shape of the perimeter seal is a rounded rectangle, a circular seal with 

equivalent circumference is fitted. It is possible to do this if the inside comer radii of the groove is 

designed to be no less than three times the width of the seal (Parker O-ring Handbook, 2001 :4

3). The diameters of the two different a-rings used in the design are small enough to fit in the 

available space on the face of the heat exchanger plate. After the seal diameters was chosen, 

the groove dimensions were identified by consulting the seal manufacturer Parker Seals' o-ring 

catalogue (Parker O-ring Handbook, 2001 :4-14). The groove dimensions recommended by them 

for a given seal width are shown in Table 2. O-ring compression is provided by the flat underside 

of the next plate in the stack placed on top ofthe a-ring when the core is assembled. 

Table 2: O-ring seal and groove geometry 

ID 

Groove Seal 

Geometry Geometry 


Groove WidthInside Diameter Groo Depth (L)
(10) W (G) 

26.7mm 1.32mm 2.1Brrm 
195.7mm 1.96mm 3.11mm 

The o-ring material VITONTM was chosen as the seal material. This material is a fluoroelastomer 

dipolymer manufactured by DuPont Performance Elastomers. It is claimed that this material can 

withstand temperatures in the region of 200°C (DuPont Website, 2009), which explains why it was 

chosen. 
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To create the heat exchanger core, twelve individual plates are stacked on top of each other, 

rotating every second plate 1800 around its Z axis. 

To keep the heat exchanger plates together, two pressure plates were designed to be added on 

the top and bottom of the stack. These pressure plates (shown in Figure 18) also serve the 

purpose of compressing the o-ring seals between the heat exchanger plates, allowing them to 

create a proper seal. To provide the tension between the two pressure plates, twelve threaded 

rods, with washers and nuts at either end, are used. During the assembly, these bolts are 

tightened until consecutive graphite plates touch each other. Doing so ensures that the o-rings 

are compressed well while still not over tightening the nuts. Over tightening would cause damage 

to the graphite plates. The twelve holes for the tensioning rods are located along the edge of the 

plate, while the other four holes are used for the gas inlets and outlets on the bottom plate. On 

the top plate, these holes are used to provide an interface for instrumentation such as 

temperature and pressure sensing equipment A model of the assembled heat exchanger is 

shown in Figure 19. 

130 Holes for tensioning rods 

o 

~ 
o 

o 

o o 0 

o 

Holes for gas inlets and outlet 

and instrumentation 


Figure 18: Pressure plate used for top and bottom (dimensions in mm) 
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Figure 19: Model of assembled heat exchanger 
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3.3 Heat Exchanger Manufacturing 

As mentioned in the previous section, PCHEs are usually manufactured by etching the flow 

channels into the surface of each plate using chemicals to remove the unwanted material. When 

using graphite, however, its high chemical inertness makes the use of chemical etching 

unfeasible. Fortunately, as discussed in Section 2.4, graphite can be machined using 

conventional milling methods. A few of the completed heat exchanger plates are shown in 

Figure 20: 

Figure 20: Completed HX plates 

The remainder of this chapter discusses the manufacturing of these heat exchanger plates in 

detaiL 

3.3.1 Graphite material used for manufacturing 

Many different grades of isotropic graphite are manufactured by different graphite specialist 

companies around the globe. However, only one supplier of this type of material could be found 

locally, namely Graftech International. The material supplied by them is called GRADE ATJ 

GRAPHITE. The properties of this material are shown in Appendix A. Even though this material 

is an isostatically moulded graphite, there seems to be a sma~ amount of anisotropy present in 

the structure. This can be seen from the fact that the material properties are given for the "With 

grain" direction. However, when the material was inspected, no grain direction could be identified 

and the material seemed isotropic in all directions. Because of this fact, and because this was 

the only isostatically moulded graphite available locally, GRADE ATJ GRAPHITE from Graftech 
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was chosen as the material to use in the design and manufacturing of the laboratory scale heat 

exchanger. Figure 21 shows this material as it was received from the supplier. It has a bulk 

density of 1.76gfcm3 and a heat conduction of 110 Wfm.K. 

Figure 21: Graphite stock material 

The flatness of the slabs was specified to the supplier as O.5mm, as shown in the drawings. 

When the material was supplied, the flatness of the material was assumed to be within the 

specified tolerance. 

3.3.2 Creating the machining tool path 

The intricate and complex flow patterns used in this design could not be machined by hand. The 

help of a Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) milling machine was therefore needed. These 

machines operate by following a set of pre-programmed commands directing a cutting tool to 

remove the unwanted material within the boundaries of a coordinate system. The pre

programmed commands for a CNC machine are called a tool path. 

To create the machining tool path, a software package called VISI 15.0 Student Version from 

Vero Software was used. The three dimensional CAD model of a single heat exchanger plate 

was imported into VISI as a parasolid file after which the machining parameters were fed into the 

programme. These parameters included the spindle speed, feed rate and tool diameter. The 

choice of the spindle speed and feed rate was discussed in Section 2.4, while the choice of 

cutting tool is discussed in the next section. 
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3.3.3 Machining of individual plates 

For the manufacturing drawings of the heat exchanger plates, see Appendix C. 

3.3.3.1 The choice ofcutting tool 

The cutting tool chosen to machine the flow patterns into the graphite slabs was a solid carbide 

end mill with a diamond coating. The cutting tool manufacturer SECO recommended the 

diamond coated tool because of its excellent resistance to abrasion. The milling of high density 

isotropic graphite is generally considered a highly abrasive process due to the fact that when 

graphite is machined, the removed material takes the form of a very fine dust. This dust causes a 

lot of abrasive wear on the sides of the tool. SECO claims that their diamond coated tool will last 

up to ten times longer under such abrasive conditions than a standard carbide end mill. 

To decide the diameter of the tool, the following were considered: 

The narrowest gap that needs to be machined. Obviously, the tool diameter must be 

smaller or equal to the width of this gap. See Figure 22a. 

The widest gap that needs to be machined. If this gap is much wider than the diameter of 

the tool, many cutting passes will be needed to remove all the material. Thus, for a small 

diameter tool, the time of machining becomes very long. See Figure 22b. 

The farthest that the tool have to reach down into the work piece. This determines the 

length of the shank that is needed. The smaller the tool diameter, the shorter are the 

available shank lengths. See Figure 22c. 

-.:-- - - --:' 1 
r----:---.J
L.. ___ ...... __ , 

~r--=~-~.J 
L_===~~ .. 

a) Tool diameter b) Tool diameter' c) Tool shank needs 
too large too small to be long enough 

Figure 22: Some factors influencing tool diameter 
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For the given case of the laboratory scale heat exchanger plate, the three parameters mentioned 

above are shown in Table 3: 

Table 3: Geometrical parameters used in the choice of tool diameter 

Geometrical Parameter Value 

Narrowest gap to be machined 1.8mm 

Widest gap to be machined 
6.87mm 

(excluding gas duct holes) 

Deepest cut to be machined 2mm 

From these parameters, the tool selected for the machining of the flow channels, was the SECO 

600L015-DIAMOND (Figure 23 and Figure 24), a two fluted, solid carbide end mill with a diamond 

coating. It had a diameter of 1.5mm and a shank length of 7.5mm (SECO Machining Navigator 

Catalogue: Solid End Mills, 2008:119). 

Figure 23: Tool used for machining the HX plates (pen included for scale) 
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Figure 24: Machining tool two-fluted cutting tip 

Another end mill with a diameter of 12.5mm was used to machine the large gas duct holes. 

3.3.3.2 Clamping ofgraphite to the table of a miJ/ing machine 

The damping of the graphite slabs to the table of the milling machine posed a problem. The 

usual way of clamping a work piece to the table of a milling machine involves bolts and metal 

damps. This method would certainly damage the brittle and thin graphite slabs. Thus, a different 

approach was needed. 

The first method attempted is called a vacuum clamp. This method uses a vacuum under the 

work piece to pull it tightly against the table. To create the vacuum, a wooden box was 

constructed and damped securely to the milling machine's table (Figure 25). A network of 

grooves was then cut into the top plank of the box (Figure 26). The size of the groove network 

was made to be just smaller than the size of the graphite slab. If the groove network was larger 

than the slab, air would have leaked into the vacuum and the damp would have failed. The 

grooves were connected with the box's cavity by means of a number of small holes at the bottom 

of the grooves (Figure 27). A vacuum cleaner was then connected to the box to provide the 

sucking power. To keep the top plank from bending downwards due to the vacuum under it, 

support beams were added on the inside of the box. 
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Figure 25: Vacuum clamp box clamped to the table 

Figure 26: Cutting grooves into the top of the vacuum clamp box 

Figure 27: Vacuum clamp groove network with holes 
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With this vacuum clamping method, the graphite slab was clamped by placing it over the network 

of grooves and switching the vacuum cleaner on. As the air was removed from the box and the 

groove network, the work piece was pressed firmly unto the surface of the wooden box by the 

atmospheric pressure. Machining could then continue as normal. However, because it was not 

possible to create a leak tight seal between the vacuum box and the loose graphite slab placed 

on it, the vacuum cleaner had to remain on during the entire machining operation. This proved to 

be the problem with this method for this specific case. Because of the long time it took to 

machine one plate (± 2h) the vacuum cleaner started to overheat. This caused the sucking 

power to decline and the clamping power was reduced. In turn, the work piece started to move 

around and the graphite was damaged beyond use (See Figure 28). This problem could have 

been solved by using a vacuum pump instead of a vacuum cleaner. However, for this specific 

application, this method proved unsuccessful and another method was investigated. 

Figure 28: Damaged graphite due to failing of the vacuum clamp 

The second method attempted to clamp the graphite slabs to the milling machine's table was 

much more successful. This method involved clamping a piece of wood securely to the 

machining table and attaching the graphite to it using corner brackets and woodscrews on 

opposite corners of the slab. This method is shown in Figure 29. 
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I 

Figure 29: Fixing the graphite to the milling machine using the comer clamp method 

The comer clamp method proved very efficient for this application because of its simplicity and 

because of the low volume of plates that were machined. However, if this method is used in high 

volume manufacturing, the holes into which the screws fit may start to wear out, leading to 

inaccurate machining. Thus, for high volume manufacturing, this method might prove 

unsuccessful. 

3.3.3.3 Milling of the heat exchanger flow channels 

The milling machine used to machine the heat exchanger plates was a HAAS TM2 Tool Room 

Mill, shown in Figure 30. It had a maximum spindle rotational speed of 6000rpm. As discussed 

in section 2.4, the speed that is recommended for graphite milling is much faster than that 

available with this machine (when using a 1.5mm diameter cutting tool). Thus, even though the 

milling machine ran at its maximum speed, the feed rate had to be kept relatively low, resulting in 

the time of machining being rather long. The milling of the channels of a single plate took about 

one and a half hour and the time necessary to machine all twelve plates was about thirty hours, 

including machine setups. Due to the large amount of detail incorporated into the HX plate 

design, the machining program was too large to fit into the internal memory of the milling 

machine. This problem was solved by coupling a desktop computer to the milling machine and 

using a trickle feeding system to supply the program to the milling machine in small sections. 
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Figure 30: Milling machine used to machine the HX plates 

All of the plates were machined using the same cutting tool. Some of the last plates machined 

showed some breaking of the graphite at some of the very thin sections (less than 1 mm thick). 

An example of this is shown in Figure 31. The reason for this may be that the tool was starting to 

blunt, causing the cutting pressures on the graphite to become larger. These larger pressures 

may have caused the breaking seen at the very thin sections. 

Figure 31: Breaking of the graphite at thin sections « 1 mm) 
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Figure 32 shows the start of the milling of one of the plates while Figure 33 shows the end. The 

white object in the left of these figures is the nozzle of a vacuum cleaner used to suck up the 

graphite dust as it was removed from the slab. 

Figure 32: Start of a HX plate milling operation 

Figure 33: End of a HX plate milling operation 
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---------------- ....... --.~------------------

3.3.4 Heat exchanger assembly 

The last step in the manufacturing of the graphite PCHE was the assembly of the heat 

exchanger. This is explained with the help of a few figures. 

The first image, Figure 34 , shows the assembled heat exchanger core. The three o-ring seals 

are seen in their positions, one around the perimeter and two at the gas duct holes. 

Figure 34: Assembled heat exchanger core showing a-rings 

The bottom pressure plate is shown in Figure 35 along with the tensioning rods used to pull the 

pressure plates towards each other. Figure 36 shows the heat exchanger core placed onto the 

bottom pressure plate, while Figure 37 shows the completed assembly including the top pressure 

plate and tensioning nuts. The threaded holes seen on the top and bottom pressure plates were 

later used to connect the heat exchanger to the gas supply as well as for instrumentation. 
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Figure 35: Bottom pressure plate with tensioning rods 

Figure 36: Heat exchanger core on the bottom pressure plate 
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Figure 37: Assembled heat exchanger 

The coil springs seen at the bottoms of Figure 35 to Figure 37 were included to provide for the 

thermal expansion of the graphite and pressure plates in that direction. The bolts on the 

tensioning rods were tightened until the consecutive graphite plates touched each other. At this 

point, the a-ring seals had been compressed to a satisfactory degree. 
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3.4 Heat Exchanger Testing 

3.4.1 Test description 


Two types of tests were conducted, namely a heat transfer test and a pressure drop test. 


3.4.1.1 Heat transfer test requirements 

The purpose of the heat transfer test was to gain experience regarding the operation of a graphite 

PCHE and also to determine the achievable effectiveness of the heat exchanger at a given mass 

flow rate. 

From Incropera & DeWitt (2002:660), the heat exchanger effectiveness can be determined from 

test data using the following expression: 

[6] 

where 

& Heat exchanger effectiveness, 

QMax Maximum possible heat transferable from the hot to the cold stream (W), 

Q Actual heat transferred from the hot to the cold stream (W). 

To determine the effectiveness of the heat exchanger at heating the cold stream, Equation [6] 

can be written as: 

[7] 

where 

m Mass flow of the fluid stream (kg/s), 

Specific heat capacity of the fluid (J/kg.K), 

l1T Temperature difference (K) 

which, if the same fluid is used on both sides and the mass flows are equal, reduces to 

[8] 
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-- .... --------

The effectiveness of the heat exchanger at cooling the hot stream can also be calculated from 

Equation [8] by substituting Ll Tcold with LlThot• 

Equation [8], written in terms of in and outlet temperatures for the heating of the cold stream is: 

[9] 

From the arguments above, it was found that to determine the effectiveness of a heat exchanger 

from test data the temperature values at the inlets and outlets to the heat exchanger, as well as 

mass flow measurements of the hot and the cold streams (to verify that they are equal) are 

needed. From this, it was decided to use the fixed parameters presented in Table 4 in 

conducting the tests. 

Table 4: Heat transfer test fixed parameters 

Test Parameter Value 

Hot side inlet temperature 200°C 

Cold side inlet temperature 25°C 

Hot side mass flow 2.6x104 kg/s 

Cold side mass flow 2.6x104 kg/s I 

Outlet pressures Atmospheric (87 kPa abs.) I 

As seen in Table 4, the temperature difference between the hot and cold inlets was chosen at a 

rather large value. This was done in an effort to make the possible heat eXChange through the 

heat exchanger as large as possible so that the changes in outlet temperatures could be seen 

and measured more easily. 

As can be seen from Table 4, the mass flow rates were kept relatively low. The reason for this is 

three fold. Firstly, as will be explained further on in this chapter, the gas for the tests was 

supplied from a gas cylinder. Thus, the gas supply was limited and the mass flow had to be kept 

low so as to have sufficient testing time before the gas ran out. Secondly, as explained in 

Section 2.5.2, PCHEs usually operate in the laminar region. Thus, to keep this true, the mass 

flow rate had to be kept low. Thirdly, the heat exchanger effectiveness is a function of the mass 

flow. Thus, to deliver an acceptable effectiveness, the mass flow was restricted to a relatively low 

value. 
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3.4.1.2 Pressure drop test requirements 

The second test performed was the pressure drop test. The pressure drop over a heat 

exchanger is a very important parameter, since it directly influences the heat exchanger's overall 

effectiveness. The purpose of this test was to determine the pressure drop generated across the 

heat exchanger. 

The pressure drop over the heat exchanger was calculated by using the following expression: 

b.p =Pin - Pout [10] 

where: 

Pin Inlet pressure (pa), 

pout Outlet pressure (pa), 

Pressure difference (pa). 

Since the heat exchanger outlets were at atmospheric pressure, the value of Pout was already 

known. Thus, the only unknown parameter was the inlet pressure. This pressure was measured 

by placing a water manometer at the inlet to the heat exchanger. A schematic representation of 

such a manometer is shown in Figure 38. To find the pressure with the help of a manometer, the 

following expression was used: 

Figure 38: Schematic representation of a manometer 

p=pgMJ [11 ] 
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where: 

p Fluid density (kg/m3
), 

g Gravitational acceleration (m/s2), 

!:::JI Height difference between the two columns (m). 

Thus, to determine the pressure drop across the heat exchanger using a manometer the 

atmospheric pressure, the height difference between the two columns of the manometer and the 

density of the fluid in the manometer are needed. 
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3.4.2 Test setup 

3A.2.1 Heat transfer test setup 

For the heat transfer tests, an open loop test setup was utilized. This setup is shown 

schematically in Figure 39: 

Cold Side 
Graphite Heat 

Exchanger 

FM-2 

CV-2 

Heater 
Hot Side 

N2 

FM-1 
220V 

CV-1 

Figure 39: Schematic representation of the test setup used for the heat transfer tests 

A gas cylinder was used to provide the fluid and the flow through the test setup. The gas line 

was split into two separate lines just after the reducing valve (RV-1). These two lines were the 

hot and cold gas lines respectively, with the cold line going directly to the heat exchanger, while 

the hot side only arrives at the heat exchanger after passing through an electrical heater. Figure 

40 shows a photo of the test setup. In the following paragraphs, each of the components in 

Figure 39 is discussed. 
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Figure 40: Heat transfer test setup_ 1: Gas cylinder with reducing valve; 2: Flow meters; 3: Heater; 

4: Insulated heat exchanger; 5: Data acquisition system and heater controller 

The information on some of the general components in the setup is given in the following tables_ 

Table 5: Testing fluid data 

Fluid Nitrogen 

! Purity 99_998% 

MaxOz 10ppm 

Max Moisture 10 

Max CO 1ppm 
i 

Max Hydrocarbons 0_5ppm I 

Nitrogen was chosen as the heat conductive fluid because it is an inert gas which would inhibit 

the oxidation of graphite at elevated tem peratu res_ It is also an inexpensive gas which is readily 

available_ 

L 
Table 6: Reducing valve data 

Make Saffire 

Model NGM-10 

Fluid Nitrogen
I 

I Low pressure ran~e--L____0_-_4_0_0_k_P_a___-, 
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Table 7: Flow meter data (calibration CUNe presented in Appendix D) 

Make Fischer & Porter 

Model 1 OA6132AJB1 0 

Calibrated with: Nitrogen (see Appendix D) 

Tube designation FP-1/4-25-G-5/81 

Float Stainless Steel 

Maximum flow rate 221/min 

Flow reference 1.013 bar (abs) and O°C 

To heat up the hot side fluid, an electrical pipe heater was used. This heater consists of a 

heating element coiled around a ceramic pipe. The hot gas line was passed through this ceramic 

pipe and in this manner the fluid was heated continuously as it flowed through the heater. The 

length of the heater is O.7m and it has a power rating of 2500W. Figure 41 shows a photo of the 

heater: 

Figure 41: Heater element 

To minimize the heat loss from the heater to the environment, the heater was insulated as shown 

in Figure 42: 

Figure 42: Installed heater with insulation 

To control the heater temperature, a CN40 temperature controller was used. This controller uses 

a temperature input to measure the heater temperature against a given set point. It then uses a 

relay to switch the heater on and off as needed to maintain the temperature at the set point. 

During the construction of the test setup, it was noticed that much of the heat transferred to the 

fluid by the heater was lost to the environment along the small pipe section between the heater 
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and the heat exchanger. It was then decided to insulate this pipe section using a high 

temperature alumina insulation. The thickness of the insulation was calculated by using a radial 

heat transfer model shown in Figure 43: 

Air 

r1 =6mm 

r2 = 7mm 

r3= Bmm 

r4 =? 


Figure 43: Schematic representation of the hot gas duct insulation 

The stainless steel pipe is shown in the centre of the drawing. A layer of alumina insulation 

(Zircar A130) covers the entire surface of the stainless steal pipe. Between the pipe and the 

insulation is a 1 mm thick open space filled with air. Since the thickness of the air layer is small 

and the air is stagnant and inside a closed space, heat transfer through it was assumed as 

conduction only. The gas temperature needed inside the pipe is Tf/uid = 200·C while an outer 

insulation surface temperature, Tsurface , of 45"C would be acceptable. The temperature of the 

environment ToO = 25¢C. The equivalent thermal circuit of this system is shown in Figure 44: 

T", 

Convection Conduction Conduction Conduction Convection 

Figure 44: Equivalent thermal circuit of heat loss through hot gas duct 

In order to determine the thickness of the insulation layer needed to provide the prescribed 

surface temperature Tsurfaoe, a heat balE!nce was applied at this outer surface: 

[12] 

where: 


Heat entering the surface from inside, 
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Heat exiting the surface outwards. 

Each of these was calculated by using the expression 

Q=~T [13]
R 

where: 


l1T Change in temperature across the region (K) 


R Thermal resIstance of the regIon (K/W) 


Thus 

Q. = Tjluid - T suiface [14] 
In ~n 

where: 


Thermal, resistance between Tf/uid and TsUrface. (K/W). 


Rin , in turn, was calculated as 

[15] 

with 

[16] 

where: 

Convection heat transfer coefficient at the internal wall. 0Nlm2K), 

Length of the pipe (m). 

and 
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--.--

In( r, I 
'ti)R;. [17] 

27rlsL 

where: 

k1 Conduction heat transfer coefficient of the stainless steel. (WfmK). 

and 

R, ~ In(;,J 
[18] 

27rk2L 

where: 

k2 Conduction heat transfer coefficient of air. (WfmK). 

and 

In(r. J 
R = 13 [19] 

4 27rlsL 

where: 

ka Conduction heat transfer coefficient of the insulation. (WfmK). 

Thus, Rln is given by 

[20] 

On the other side of the heat balance, the heat exiting the surface is given by 

[21] 
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where: 

Convection heat transfer coefficient at the outer wall. (W/m2K). 

Thus, by substituting Equations [14] and [21] into Equation [12], the heat balance is given by 

[22} 

To solve this equation, the different heat transfer coefficients are needed. The convection heat 

transfer coefficient for the internal flow (h1) is given by 

[23} 

where: 

Nu Nusselt number, 

Conductivity of the fluid (W/mK). 

To determine the Nusselt number, it is necessary to firstly know if the flow inside the pipe is 

laminar or turbulent. This can be determined by calculating the Reynolds number, which is given 

by: 

pVD
Re=-- [24] 

f-1 

where: 


p Fluid density (kg/m3), 


V Fluid Velocity (m/s), 

D Pipe Diameter (m), 

Fluid viscosity (kg/ms). f-1 

The density and viscosity of nitrogen at 200·C are 0.6053 kg/m3 and 24.94x1 0-6 kg/ms (lncropera 

& DeWitt, 2002:920) respectively. The velocity through the pipe can be calculated using 
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v=..!!!... [25]
pA 

where: 


m Mass flow through the pipe (kg/s), 


A Pipe internal area (m2
). 


With a diameter of 0.012 m and a mass flow of 2.6x1 0-4 kg/s (Table 4) the velocity in the pipe was 

calculated as 3.8 mis, which gives a Reynolds number of 1106.7 from Equation [24]. Thus, the 

flow is well within the laminar region, since the transition to turbulent flow in pipes starts to 

happen only from Re "" 2300 upwards (Incropera & DeWitt, 2002:467). 

Since the flow inside the pipe is laminar, the Nusselt number is a constant that, for a constant 

surface temperature is equal to 3.66 (lncropera & DeWitt, 2002:487). Thus, using this value 

along with the conductivity of nitrogen at 200·C (0.0259 W/mK, Incropera & DeWitt, 2002:920), 

the convection heat transfer coefficient at the inner wall is: 

w 
~ =7.9-2 - [26]

mK 

According to Incropera & DeWitt (2002:545), the natural convection heat transfer coefficient at the 

outer surface of the insulation (h2) can be calculated with: 

[27] 

where: 

D Diameter of the outer wall (m), 

kair Conductivity of air (W/mK), 

Ra Rayleigh number, 

Constants dependent on the Rayleigh number. 

The Rayleigh number was found from the equation: 

Ra = gjJCr: - T",)D 
3 

[28] 
va 

where: 
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g Gravitational acceleration (m/s2), 

f3 Volumetric thermal expansion coefficient (K"1), 

v Kinematic viscosity (m2/s), 

a Thermal diffusivity (m2/s). 

The values of the above mentioned parameters are given in Table 8: 

Table 8: Parameters for the calculation of Ra 

Parameter Description Value 

a 
Thermal diffusivity of air 

at 25'C 
22.5x10--6 m2/s 

Volumetric thermal 
{3 expansion coefficient. 0.0034 1("1 

(f3 =1fT for ideal gasses) 

g Gravitational 
Acceleration 

2.98 m/s2 

Kinematic viscosity of airv 15.89x10--6 m 2/s
at 25'C 

All parameters found from Incropera & DeWitt (2002:917) 

Using the parameters in Table 8 and Equation [28] the Rayleigh number was show to be given by 

[29] 

From experience and due to space constraints, it was known that the insulation thickness (r4 - r3) 

would be somewhere between 3cm and 6cm thick. Thus, with D in the range of 0.008m 

0.014m, the range of the Rayleigh number was calculated as 290 - 1555. For this Reyleigh 

number range, the empirical constants C and n is 0.85 and 0.188 respectively (Incropera 

&DeWitt, 2002:554). Substituting these parameters into Equation [27] the convection coefficient 

on the outside of the insulation as a function of the diameter was found to be given by: 

[30] 

The conductive heat transfer coefficients of the solid materials are given in Table 9. 
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Table 9: Heat transfer coefficients for pipe insulation calculation 

Parameter Description Value 

k1 
Conductive heat transfer 
coefficient for stainless 

steel 
15 W/mK 

k2 
Conductive heat transfer 

coefficient for air at 
200'C 

0.038 W/mK 

k3 
Conductive heat transfer 
coefficient for alumina 

(AI30) insulation· 
O.09W/mK 

k1 and k2 found from Incropera & DeWitt (2002). 


k3 for AI30 was found from the website of ZIRCAR Ceramics (www.zircarceramics.comt 


Solving Equation [22] and Equation [30] simultaneously for D, the insulation thickness (r4 - r3) 

required to maintain a 45"C surface temperature was calculated to be 0.035m. This insulation is 

shown in Figure 45 to Figure 47: 

Figure 45: Uninsulated hot gas pipe 
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Figure 46: Hot gas pipe insulation 

Figure 47: Insulated hot gas pipe 

To gather the data generated during the tests, four thermocouples located at the heat exchanger 

inlets and outlets was used. 

The signals from the thermocouples was passed through a 4017 ADAMTM module to a 4520 

ADAMTM module which converted it to a digital serial signal. This signal was then transmitted to a 

desktop computer using a RS232 cable. A software package called Advantech ADAMview™ was 

used to capture the data, create visual outputs and log the data to a text file. 
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3.4.2.2 Pressure drop test setup 

For the pressure drop test, a different test setup was used than with the heat transfer tests. This 

setup is shown in Figure 48: 

Graphite Heat 

Exchanger 


.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 


T r-T T T 1 

N2 
Atmosphere

FM-1 

,.... 
CV-1 

~ 
Manometer 

Figure 48: Pressure drop test setup 

Only one gas line, and thus, only one side of the heat exchanger was used to find the pressure 

drop. The same flow meter was used as in the heat transfer tests. Also the reducing valve and 

testing fluid was the same as those used in the heat transfer tests. These components were 

already discussed in Section 3.4.2. A water manometer was directly connected to the setup 

before the heat exchanger inlet to determine the pressure at this position. 

3.4.3 Testing procedures 

The heat transfer test was conducted by first starting and adjusting the gas flow through the heat 

exchanger. The heater was started and its temperature controlled so as to achieve the desired 

hot inlet temperature. From this point on, the system was left unadjusted until steady state 

temperatures were reached. Temperature measurements were taken at appropriate intervals so 

as to be able to identify when the system had reached steady state. When steady state was 

reached, the last inlet and outlet temperature measurements were used to calculate the heat 

exchanger effectiveness. 

The pressure drop test was conducted only through one side of the heat exchanger since the hot 

and cold sides of the heat exchanger are geometrically identical and no heat was added during 
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these tests that could influence the fluid properties. The test was conducted by increasing the 

mass flow through the cold side of the heat exchanger in increments of ± 6x10-6kg/s. At each 

increment, the height difference on the manometer was measured. This height was then 

converted to a pressure reading which gave the pressure drop between the heat exchanger inlet 

and outlet. 

3.4.4 Test Results 

The data gathered from the heat transfer tests, conducted at a mass flow of 2.6x104 kg/s, is 

presented in Table 10. A graphical representation ofthe data is presented in Figure 49. 

Table 10: Temperature test data for a mass flow of 2.6x1 0'-4 kg/s 

Time (min) 
0 
6 
10 

Hot in 
20.2 
84 

126 

Hot out 
20.2 
21 

21.5 

Cold in Cold out 
19.5 19.5 

19.8 ti=20 22.8 

Time (min) 
135 
145 
155 

Hot in 
202.5 
202 

2022 

Hot out 
56.5 
58 

59.5 

Cold in 
22 

22.2 
22.5 

Cold out 

I 60 
' 61.5 

62.7 
15 1<17 22.8 20 165 202 60.5 22.5 64 
20 162 24.8 20.1 27 165 202.2 61.8 22.8 65 

I 25 172 26 20.2 29.2 185 202 62.5 23 ' 66 
30 179 28 20.2 31.5 195 202 64 23 66.8 
35 184.5 30 20.5 34 205 202 64.8 23.3 67.5 
40 188 32 20.6 35.5 215 202.5 65 23.8 68.8 
45 192 33.5 20.8 37.5 235 202.2 65.5 23.8 69 
50 194.5 35 21 39 250 202 66 23.8 69.8 
55 197 37 21 40.7 265 201.8 67 24 70.5 
60 197.5 38.8 21 42.5 280 202 67.7 24 71.2 
65 199 40.5 21.2 44.8 300 202 68.5 24 72 
70 199.8 42 21.2 45.9 317 202 69 24 72.8 
75 200.8 43.5 21.4 47.5 328 202.2 69.5 24 73 
80 202 45 21.5 49 342 202 70 24 73.5 
85 202 46.3 21.5 50 362 202 70.1 24 74 
90 202.5 47.5 21.5 51.5 385 202.5 70 24 74 
95 202.5 49 21.7 52.5 395 202 70.5 24 74.2 
105 203 51 21.8 55 420 201.8 71 24 74.8 
115 203.5 53 22 56.5 450 202 71 24 74.8 
125 202.8 55 22 58.5 
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Temperature vs. Time 
for a mass flow of O.00026kg1s 

2W,--------------------------------------------------------------, 

u150+-~----------------------------------------------------------~ 
!!... 

-+-Hotini!! 
.:;! -lII-Holout e 

·"Cold inc. 

E -u-Cold out 

" 
~ 100++------------------------------------------------------------~ 

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 

Time (min) 

Figure 49: Graphical representation of the heat exchanger inlets and outlets at a mass flow of 2.6x1 0-4 kg/s 

The data obtained from the pressure drop tests, is shown in Table 11. A graphical representation 

of the data is shown in Figure 50. 

Table 11: Pressure drop test data 

Mass Flow x 10-0 Pressure Drop 
(kg/s) (Pa) 

0 0.0 
1.85 0.6 
5.15 7.3 
8.68 13.2 

12.81 26.5 
16.75 56.8 
21.09 111.1 
25.39 173.5 
30.13 238.0 
34.54 311.1 

39.66 411.9 
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Pressure Drop vs. Mass Flow 

450.0 

~ 400.0 
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Figure 50: Pressure drop test data 

3.4.5 Discussion of results 

Figure 49 shows that the steady state temperature difference between the inlet and outlet is 

much larger for the hot stream (131 "G) than the cold stream (50.soG). The heat exchanger 

effectiveness calculated for the cooling of the hot stream using Equation [S] is 73.6%, while the 

effectiveness calculated for the heating of the cold stream is only 2S.5%. It is evident from this 

that not all of the heat entering the heat exchanger through the hot stream is exiting it through the 

cold stream. Some of the heat exits the heat exchanger through other means, which might 

include the following: 

Small leak flows to the environment was observed during the heat exchanger tests. 

These flows were made visible through bubbles formed when the outside of the heat 

exchanger was lightly sprayed with a soap solution. Most of the bubbles originated from 

between adjacent plates, but some originated from the surfaces of individual graphite 

plates, proving the fact that the fluid travels through the porous material. The leaking 

from between the plates may be attributed to the a-ring seals not sealing properly on the 

porous graphite surface or may be due to the plates not being completely flat. Even 

though the manufacturer of the graphite plates was supplied with flatness tolerances, it is 

possible that some of the plates did not meet these tolerances since no post
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manufacturing checks was performed on the plates due to inexperience. These leak 

flows (to the environment as well as between the hot and the cold streams) could have 

influenced the heat transfer negatively and could have caused the effectiveness of 

heating the cold stream to drop. 

Heat losses to the environment from the surface of the heat exchanger might have 

reduced the amount of heat that could be transferred from the hot to the cold stream. 

Even though the heat exchanger was insulated, an average outer surface temperature of. . 

40"C was measured at the time of steady state. A rough estimate of the surface heat 

loss was calculated using the following equation: 

Qloss = hACT: - Too) 	 [31] 

where: 

Heat lost to the environment (W), O'oss 
h 	 Convection heat transfer coefficient (W/m2

), 

A 	 Heat exchanger surface area (m2
), 

Surface temperature CC), 

Temperature of the environment CC). 

Assuming an average convection heat transfer coefficient of 3.5W/m2 over the whole heat 

exchanger surface (which is a representative value for natural convection) and an 

environmental temperature of 25"C, the heat loss is calculated at about SAW for a surface 

area of O.16m2
. The heat transferred to and from the fluid streams was calculated using 

the standard expression 

[32] 

where: 

o 	 Heat transferred to or from the fluid stream (W), 


Mass flow of the fluid stream (kg/s), 


Specific' heat capacity of the fluid (J/kg.K), 


fJ.T 	 Temperature difference between the inlet and outlet (K) 

and thus, the heat exiting through the cold stream was fo.und to be about 12W. By adding 

the heat exiting through the surface and the heat exiting by means of the cold stream, the 

total heat leaving the heat exchanger by these means were found to be about 20.4W. On 
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the other hand, the heat entering the heat exchanger through the hot stream was 

calculated at about 31W. Thus it can be seen that the heat loss makes up a substantial 

amount of the heat exiting the heat exchanger. This highlights the need for very effective 

surface insulation, especially if the heat exchanger was to be used for heating rather than 

cooling. 

From the results of the pressure drop tests, the pressure drop was found to increase 

exponentially as a function of the mass flow through the heat exchanger (Figure 50). This result 

was expected since the higher velocities associated with the higher mass flow will always 

increase the flow losses through the heat exchanger. 
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4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 3 the testing of the laboratory scale heat exchanger was discussed. This chapter, on 

the other hand, explains how the theoretical model of the heat exchanger was constructed. To 

build such a model, it was necessary to identify all the values that are either known or that are 

constrained for some reason or another. A schematic representation of all the known 

parameters is given in Figure 51, where 

Hot side inlet temperature, 

Cold side inlet temperature, 

Hot side mass flow, 

Cold side mass flow, 

Pho Hot side outlet pressure, 

Pho Cold side outlet pressure, 

B Width of the heat exchanger core (Figure 12), 

H Height of the heat exchanger core, 

L Length of the heat exchanger core (Figure 12). 

Other: 
H= Height 

~1·__________________L______________F_lo_w~~hanneIGeOmffi~ 

Pho 

Pco 

Figure 51: A schematic representation of the heat exchanger, showing the known parameters 

4.2 Flow configuration analysis 

To construct the model of the heat exchanger, some parameters need to be deduced from the 

chosen geometry of the heat exchanger and the flow configuration. For the purpose of 

analysing the flow configuration, it was assumed that the discontinuous sine wave pattern, 

shown in Figure 11, can be approximated by using continuous flow channels as those shown in 

dashed lines in Figure 52. 
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Figure 52: Flow configuration with approximated continuous channels (dashed) 

By using this approximation, along with the chosen size of the heat exchanger core (see Figure 

12) nine individual channels of equal length were identified on each HX plate. Since the 

calculation to find the length of these channels is quite cumbersome, the length of the channels 

was measured with the help of a CAD model by superimposing a sine wave over the channels 

(much as in Figure 52) and measuring the length of the wave. In this manner, the total length of 

each channel was found to be Lch ~ 179mm. 

The value for the channel width is shown in Figure 15 as 2.5mm. Even though there are slight 

variations of the channel width along its length, a good approximation can be made by taking 

the width Wah;:; 2.5mm, which is the actual width for the largest part of each channel's length. 

The fin height is 2mm, as shown in Figure 13. However, the active fin height used in 

calculations has to be half the height of the actual fin. The reason for this is that when the heat 

exchanger was assembled, and the seals were compressed, the top of the fins of one plate 

touched the bottom of the next plate. Thus, (if zero contact resistance is assumed) one half of 

each fin conducts heat to and from the bottom plate and half of the fin conducts heat to and 

from the top plate. Each actual fin can thus be seen as two fins, joined at the tips, conducting 

heat in different directions. For this reason, the active fin length Lr =1 mm. 

Table 12 shows some other geometrical parameters that were deduced from the geometry: 
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Table 12: Heat exchanger geometrical parameters 

Parameter Description Symbol Value Deduced from: 
I 

Channel Length Lch 179mm Section 4.2 

Wall thickness Lw 3mm Figure 13 

Channel width Wch 2.5mm Figure 15 
f--.. 

Active fin length Lf 1mm Figure 13 

Number of fins/plate Nt 192 Figure 12, Figure 13 

Number of channels/plate Nch 9 Figure 12 

Number of plates Npi 12 Chosen (Section 3.2.2.2) 
t---

Fin Perimeter Pt 39.85mm I Figure 15, CAD 

Fin top area Af,top 31.35mmL Figure 15, CAD 

In order to verify the effect of the accuracy of the parameters Lw, WG/1, Lf, Pf and Af,top on the heat transferred by the 

heat exchanger, the calculations of this chapter was carried out with each parameter changed by 5% upwards and 

downwards from the values shown in this table. By doing this, it was determined that the combined effect of such 

changes causes the heat transferred by the heat exchanger to vary between -0.44% and +0.13% from the heat 

exchange calculated using the values in this table. Thus, the accuracy of the values in this table does not have a 

profound effect on the heat exchanging capability of this PCHE. 

By using the above parameters the hydraulic diameter, fin side area, free flow area and heat 

transfer areas were calculated as follows: 

Hydraulic diameter DH (using Equation [4]): 

DH = 
P 

4(2Lf xWch ) 

DH 2(2Lf+Jt:h) 

D _ 4(0.002x 0.00246) 
H - 2(0.002+0.00246) 

DH =0.00206m 

where: 

Cross Sectional area of a single channel (m2
), 

P Wetted perimeter of a channel (m). 

Single Fin Side area At: 
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AI =IfxLI [33] 

AI 0.03985 X 0.001 
2AI 3.985x10-5m

Fin side area Af,total: 

[34] 

AI,total =12x192(0.03985xO.001) 
2AI,total = 0.0918m

Free flow area Aft: 

Aff = Np/.Nch (w"h X 2LI ) [35] 

Aff =12x9(0.00246xO.002) 


Aff 5.3136xl0-4m2 


Heat transfer area AH: 

AJ{ =AI,total + Npl·Nch (2 (Lchw"h) ) [36] 

AJ{ = 0.0918+12 x 9(2(O.179xO.00246)) 


AJ{ =O.1789m2 


4.3 Construction of the heat exchanger model 

This section explains how the heat exchanger model was constructed. The purpose of this 

model was to theoretically find the heat exchanger's heat transfer effectiveness as a function of 

the mass flowing through it6 so as to compare this theoretical effectiveness with that of the heat 

exchanger tests. This was done by using the effectiveness-NTU method for the heat exchanger 

configuration used in the tests, namely a counter flow configuration7, the relations of which are 

given by 

6 The method and equations described here can be found in, among others, lncropera l?nd DeWitt (2002:659). 

7 The best heat transfer effectiveness is achieved with a counter flow configuration. This is because this 

configuration provides the largest nT over the whole of the heat exchanger core. 
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[37] 

NTU 
8=--- [38]

l+NTU 

where: 

E effectiveness of the heat exchanger, 

NTU Number of transfer units. 

Gr is the ratio between Gmln and Gmax, which are the smaller and the larger values respectively of 

the equation 

[39] 

where: 

m Mass flow (kg/s), 

Specific heat at constant pressure (J/kg.K). 

The maximum heat transferable by the heat exchanger was calculated from 

[40] 

where: 

Qmax Maximum heat transferable (W), 

Thi Inlet temperature of the hot stream rC), 

Tci Inlet temperature of the cold stream CC). 

By using the heat exchanger effectiveness and the maximum transferable heat, the actual heat 

transferred by the heat exchanger was calculated using 

[41] 

where: 

Q Actual heat transferred (W). 

This value was then used to calculate the temperature difference between the heat exchanger 

inlets and outlets by using 
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AT=-.fL [42]
mCp 

where: 

lJ.T Temperature difference between heat exchanger inlet and outlet CC). 

In Equation (37] and (38], the number of transfer units (NTU) can be calculated from the 

equation 

UA
NTU (43]

Crrrin 

where: 

VA overall heat transfer coefficient (WJK). 

VA, in turn, is given by the equation 

(44] 

where 

Overall surface efficiency of a finned surface, 

h Convection heat transfer coefficient (WJm2.K), 


A Heat transfer area (m2
), 


R"f Fouling factor (m2.K/W), 

Wall conduction resistance (K/W) 

and hand c refer to the hot and cold streams respectively. 

The fouling factor R; represents an additional conductive heat resistance that is created by 

scaling or biological growth on the heat transfer wall. This is, however, more applicable to heat 

exchangers using a liquid as the heat transfer fluid and that will be operated for extended time 

periods. Thus, in the case of a gas heat transfer fluid and a short operating time, this fouling of 

the wall was neglected, resulting in the simplified relation 
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1 
[45]

UA 

The parameter Rw is termed the wall conduction resistance and, for a plane wall, is given by the 

standard equation 

[46]R.v = k.A 

where 

Length over which heat has to be transferred through the wall (m), 

k Conduction heat transfer coefficient (W/m.K), 

Conductive heat transfer area (m2
). 

The conductive heat transfer area was assumed to be the total wall area, including the base 

area of the fins. By measuring this area in a CAD model, AH,cond= 8.638 X 10-3 m2. 

From Incropera and DeWitt (2002:143), the overall fin efficiency TJ was calculated as: o 

[47] 

where 

Total heat transfer area (m2
) 

Surface area of one fin (m2
), 

Surface efficiency of a single fin (W/m.K) 

By assuming a rectangular fin with a uniform cross section from base to the tip, TJf was 

calculated from the equations 

[48] 

and 

rn =.J2hlkt [49] 

where 
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Lf Fin length (m), 

h Convection heat transfer coefficient for the unfinned base (W/m2K), 

k Conduction heat transfer coefficient of the fin material (W/mK), 

t Thickness of the fin (m). 

The only unknown parameters remaining in Equation [45] are the convection heat transfer 

coefficients for the hot and the cold streams. These were calculated from the standard 

equations 

kch =Nu- [50]
C D 

H 

k
Nu-h [51]

DH 

where c and h refer to the cold and hot stream respectively. Since the geometry of the flow 

configuration was known, the hydraulic diameter was calculated by using Equation [4]. Then, 

by using the known channel geometry and empirical data from Incropera and DeWitt 

(2002:496), the Nusselt number for laminar flow in a rectangular channel was found. Since the 

conduction heat transfer coefficient of the graphite material used is relatively low (k 110 

W/m.K), a uniform surface temperature was assumed. Then, for a channel width to channel 

height relation of 

= 0.00246 = 1.23 
0.002Lf 

the Nusselt number was calculated as Nu = 3.03. 

The calculation flow sheet of the heat transfer model is shown in Figure 53. The model was 

constructed with the help of the software package Engineering Equation Solver (EES) (see 

Appendix B for the program code). To start the model, outlet temperatures were assumed. 

Using these temperatures, fluid properties were calculated that were in tum used to perform the 

rest of the calculations. At the end, new outlet temperatures were calculated !hat were used 

again to calculate new fluid properties. The model was iterated in this manner until the 

difference between consecutive solutions was smaller than the stop criteria of 1x1 0.9 . 
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Figure 53: Structure of EES heat exchanger model 
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----- ..-
To calculate the pressure drop, the following equation was used 

lip ~ [52](f(i; J+05 +lJp~' 

where 

fJ.p Pressure drop (Pa), 

f Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, 

Lch Channel length (m), 

DH Hydraulic diameter (m), 

p Fluid density (kg/m3
), 

V Fluid velocity (m/s). 

The factors 0.5 and 1 in the above equation represent the flow losses from the heat exchanger 

inlet and outlet respectively. 

The fluid velocity V was calculated from the mass flow and geometrical parameters by using the 

equation 

v m 
[53]

A
px-L

2 

where 

Aff Free flow area of the heat exchanger (m2
). 

The free flow area is divided by two in the above equation because only the free "110w area of 

one fluid stream is needed to calculate the fluid velocity. The parameter Aff was calculated 

previously for both the hot and the cold side and therefore needs to be divided by two to find 

this free flow area. 

The Darcy-Weisbach friction factor for laminar flow is given by 

57 
[54]

Re 

where 

Re Reynolds number. 
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The Reynolds number, in tum, was calculated from the expression 

Re=pVDH [55] 
p 

where 

Jl Fluid viscosity (kg/ms). 

By substituting all the above parameters into Equation [52], the pressure drop through the heat 

exchanger was calculated. Also, since the outlet pressure was known to be atmospheric, the 

pressure drop was used to calculate the inlet pressure as follows 

f¥J Pin - Pout [56] 

The calculation flow sheet of the pressure drop model is shown in Figure 54. The model was 

constructed with the help of EES (see Appendix B for the program code). To start the model, an 

inlet pressure was assumed. The model was then iterated in the same manner as the heat 

transfer model and a solution was found when consecutive solutions differed less than 1x10-9. 
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Model Inputs: 
Iterate model using +,;Uid properties- Heat Exchanger Geomelly 

calculated Inlet - Inlet temperatures 
pressures untll - Outlet temperatures 

solution Is found- Outlet pressures 
- Massftows ~-L-__________________~ 

Reynolds Number: Fluid Velocity: 

Re=pVDH v 
Jl 

Oarcy-Weisbach 

Friction Factor 


J: 57 
C Re 

Pressure drop 

bp (fc(;; )+0.5+1Jp~2 

Inlet Pressures 

£'P=Pm-POUI 

Figure 54: Structure of EES pressure drop model 

4.4 Results from the model 

Table 13 lists the assumptions used in the model of the heat exchanger. 

Table 13: List of assumptions made during the heat exchanger analysis 

Parameter Assumption 
Hot side fluid Nz (High Purity) 

Cold side fluid Nz (High Purity) 

Mass flow rates Hot side = Cold side 
Heat loss None 

Leak flows None 
Hot side inlet temperature 200°C 
Cold side inlet temperature 25°C 
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Similar to the conducted tests, the hot side and cold side mass flow rates were chosen to be 

equal. 

The results for the heat transfer analysis are shown in Figure 55 and Figure 56: 

Efficiency VS. Mass Flow 

0.8 +------=>-",------

~ 

~ 
; 0.6+---------~~---------------------------------~ 

.(3 

ffi 

OA~-------------------------------~~--=_--------------------~ 

0.2+-----------------------------------············--------------------------------~ 

O+------.------.-----.-----~------._----_r----~~----~----~------r_----~ 
0.10 9.08 18.06 27.04 36.02 45.00 53.98 62.96 71.94 

M ass Flow x 10" (kgls) 

Figure 55: Heat exchanger model results for effectiveness 
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Temperature VS. Mass Flow 
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Figure 56: Heat exchanger model results for inlet and outlet temperatures 

The heat transfer model shows that the heat exchanger's effectiveness drops exponentially as a 

function of mass flow, as is evident from Figure 55. This result is confirmed by Figure 56, where 

it is shown that the temperature difference between the inlets to outlets of both streams become 

smaller as the mass flow is increased. Thus, by controlling the mass flows to a certain level, a 

specific heat exchanger effectiveness is achievable. Also, it is evident from these results that, if 

the heat loss is assumed to be zero (as was the case for this model), the .6..T between the inlet 

and outlet of the hot stream should be equal to that of the cold stream. 
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Pressure drop vs. Mass flow 
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Figure 57: Analysis results for pressure drop 

The results for the pressure drop model are shown in Figure 57. It was found that the pressure 

drop between the heat exchanger inlet and outlet increases as the mass flow is increased. This 

result was expected, since the higher mass now would result in higher velocities, increasing the 

drag and other losses through the heat exchanger. Also, due to the difference in temperature 

between the hot stream and the cold stream, a larger pressure drop is shown for the hot stream. 
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5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the results for the heat exchanger tests are compared with the results from the 

theoretical heat exchanger model. 

5.2 Heat transfer results 

Figure 58 shows the results from the heat transfer tests, while Figure 59 presents the results 

from the theoretical model in the region of the mass flow that was used during the heat transfer 

tests. 

Temperature vs. Time 
for a mass flow of O.00025kgis 
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Figure 58: Heat transfer test results 
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Temperature VS. Mass flow 
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Figure 59: Analysis results of the heat transfer 

At the point where the heat exchanger temperatures reached a steady state (far right on the 

Figure SS), the temperature difference between the hot stream inlet and outlet is 131°C with a 

calculated cooling effectiveness of 73.S% (Equation [S]). For the same mass flow rate of 2.6 

x10-4 kg/s in Figure S9 (indicated by the vertical line), the theoretical model calculated this 

temperature difference as 16S.SoC with a cooling effectiveness of 94.S%. Thus, there is a 27% 

difference between the test results and the model results. 

The steady state temperature difference between the inlet and outlet of the cold stream is 

SO.SoC and the heating effectiveness was calculated as 2S.7% using Equation [9]. The 

theoretically calculated values at the same mass flow rate of 2.6x1 0-4 kg/s (indicated by the 

vertical line) give this temperature difference as 16S.SoC and the effectiveness as 94.6%. Thus, 

there is a 70% difference between the actual values and the results from the model. This 

means that some of the heat leaves the heat exchanger by other means than the cold stream, 

the largest probably being heat loss to the environment through the surface of the heat 

exchanger as was shown in Section 3.4.S where the heat loss for the specific mass flow used 

during the heat transfer tests was calculated. From this calculation it was shown that heat loss 

through the surface does contribute largely to the removal of heat from the heat exchanger. 

This is not visible in the theoretical results, since it was decided that, due to complications in the 

iterative process, heat losses would not be included in the model. 
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5.3 Pressure drop results 

A graph showing a comparison between the pressure drop test results and the results 

calculated from the theoretical model is shown in Figure 60. 

Pressure Drop vs. Mass Flow 
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Figure 60: Comparison of the pressure drop test data with that from the analysis 

The pressure drop of the tests and that of the analysis correlates well at very low mass flow 

rates, up to about 8.68x10-5kgis. For higher mass flows, the pressure drop from the tests 

becomes larger than the corresponding value from the theoretical model. The pressure drop for 

the heat transfer test (at a mass flow of 2.26x1 0-4kgis, indicated by the vertical line on Figure 

60) was about 175Pa while the pressure drop calculated from the model was about 35Pa. This 

difference may be attributed to the fact that the pressure drop model did not account for flow 

losses, such as losses through the interfaces connecting the heat exchanger to the rest of the 

test setup, losses due to. unforeseen local turbulences, losses due to leak flows and losses due 

to fouling of the flow channels. The pressure drop model only accounted for frictional losses in 

the core region of the heat exchanger. In order to the other losses mentioned, a comprehensive 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model would have had to be set up. The construction of 

such a detailed model, however, fell outside the scope of this study. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1 Background 

High temperature heat management is becoming an increasingly important sector in the energy 

industry. The efficiency advantages and the versatility of applications of high temperature 

energy have resulted in this technology becoming one of the industrial targets of the near future. 

There are, however, still many hurdles in the way of this technology becoming fully feasible. 

One such a hurdle is the high temperature heat exchanger. 

A literature study was made to identify unsolved problems with regards to the use of graphite as 

a high temperature heat exchanger material and to find out to what extent graphite had been 

used in heat exchangers in the past. From this it was decided to study the feasibility of 

manufacturing a printed circuit type heat exchanger from graphite by designing and 

manufacturing a laboratory scale unit from isotropic graphite. The purpose of this was to 

identify the challenges associated with manufacturing a PCHE from graphite. Following the 

manufacturing, the heat exchanger was tested in a controlled environment to study its 

performance regarding heat transfer and pressure drop. Lastly, a theoretical model of the heat 

exchanger was used to determine to what extent the results from a theoretical model would 

correlate with the results from the heat exchanger tests. 

6.2 Practical Experiences Gained 

A summary of the experience gained during the manufacturing of the heat exchanger is given 

below: 

In designing the PCHE, it is recommended that the HX plate be symmetrically designed, 

eliminating the need for two separate designs as well as streamlining the manufacturing 

process. 

- Use of a diamond coated cutting tool is recommended when machining graphite. Even 

though this tool was somewhat more expensive, it withstood the abrasive wear of the 

graphite relatively well. In total, eighteen heat exchanger plates were manufactured in 

this study. The total machining time was about 30h and the same tool was used for all 

of the machining. It can therefore be concluded that this type of tool is well suited to 

graphite machining. 

- Tool blunting has to be considered in graphite machining. Especially at thin sections, 

provision has to be made to reduce the pressure exerted on the graphite due to the 

blunting of the tool. It will be best to change the tool to a new one when it starts to blunt, 

but lowering the feed rate at thin sections may help to increase the usable life of the tool. 
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The importance of clamping the graphite stock material securely to the milling machine 

cannot be over-emphasized. A vacuum clamp, using a vacuum pump designed for 

extended operation should be the first choice for high volume manufacturing. However, 

for the machining of a small number of heat exchanger plates, the corner clamp method 

proved sufficient. 

Using a larger diameter cutting tool to machine the wider sections, reduced the machine 

time profoundly. 

6.3 Conclusions 

From studying the literature, one of the biggest problems facing the use of graphite for heat 

exchanger construction was found to be its high gas permeability. This study found that the 

losses in heat transfer effectiveness that was observed from the laboratory scale PCHE might, 

in part, be attributed to fluid losses to the environment and mixing between the fluid streams 

due to the porous nature of graphite in the absence of any method to counter permeation 

(Section 3.4.5). It was also found that the problem of permeability is interconnected with the 

problem of sealing between consecutive plates of a PCHE, since an effective o-ring seal could 

not be established on the permeable graphite surface. Therefore, it is recommended that 

sealing methods like o-ring seals and gaskets only be used if a permeation reducing coating 

has previously been applied to the graphite surface. However, to establish a robust seal 

between graphite plates while reducing gas permeation it is recommended that any further 

studies of this nature make use of diffusion bonding methods used in conjunction with a 

permeation reducing surface sealant. 

From the literature, coatings on the graphite surface were also found to be the most feasible 

solution to the problem of graphite degradation at high temperatures. A plausible solution 

proposed by Fergus & Worrell (1995:537) for very high temperatures is a double coating system 

comprised of an inner coating of boron nitride or carbide and an outer coating of silicon carbide. 

Also, since the permeation problem as well as the degradation problem seem to be best solved 

by using coatings on the graphite surface, it may be possible, with further study, to identify a 

coating that will simultaneously solve both problems. 

This study further found that graphite is best shaped using conventional machining techniques 

like milling. This poses a problem for the manufacturing of PCHEs from graphite, since very 

small channels «O.5mm) are usually needed in order to increase the' heat transfer coefficient 

and heat transfer density of PCHEs. End mills in this small size are not readily available and the 
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machining times for such a manufacturing process would be extremely long. Therefore, in order 

to render the manufacturing of a graphite PCHE economically and practically viable, further 

study is needed to identify alternative manufacturing processes that may be applied to this 

material. Such processes may possibly include laser machining and water jet machining. Since 

graphite is a very inert material, chemical etching may also be further studied in an effort to 

identify a chemical that is able to etch graphite. 

Heat losses through the surface were found to playa major part in the reduction of the heat 

transfer effectiveness of a graphite PCHE. Lateral conduction of heat in the material caused a 

high outer surface temperature leading to large amounts of heat being transferred to the 

environment instead of the secondary fluid stream. It is therefore vitally important that sufficient 

insulation be applied to a PCHE constructed from graphite, especially if it will be used as a 

heater or recuperator. Also, using an anisotropic graphite that has a larger thermal conductivity 

perpendicular to the graphite layers than parallel to them (Gaies and Faber, 2002), might help to 

increase the heat transfer between the two fluid streams and decrease the conduction to the 

surface or the heat exchanger. It is recommended that these possibilities be subjected to 

further study. 

From the above discussions it can be concluded that, if diffusion bonding techniques are 

utilized, effective coatings are applied and adequate insulation is used, the manufacturing of a 

PCHE from isotropic graphite would be feasible. 
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Appendix A Graphite Material Properties 

Below is a copy of the manufacturers specifications of the graphite material that was used in 

this study for the manufacturing of the laboratory scale heat exchanger. The information was 

found on the Graftech International website at http://www.ucar.com/getattachmentlbec97181

4360-45dc-80e6-7d671ca5621e/Grade-ATJ-lsomolded-Graphite.aspx. The date of use was 14 

April 2009. 
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}'1"!C1se1olernr!cesau:! a ~sorfaoe finish. AT1'"~has!.IIfq1O!!~shock reslst;mce dwlo fie COIliIinationdraw 
IhemBI ~highlhermal~,and Jaw Baslicmodlllus. 
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AppendixB Programme Code/or Heat Exchanger Analysis 

This appendix contains the programme code used to analyse the graphite printed circuit heat 

exchanger. The assumptions used to create this programme are discussed in Section 4.3. 

"Program for the analysis of the Graphite PCHE" 
"Izak de Kock" 

"=============================Known Fluid Parameters============================" 

"Cold Side" 

T_c_i = 25 + 273.15 [I<] 

P _c_o = 87000 [Pal "Released to Atmosphere" 

m_dot_c = 0.00015 [kg/s] 


"Hot Side" 

T _h_i 200 + 273.15 [I<] 

P _h_o = 87000 [Pal "Released to Atmosphere" 

m_doLh 0.00015 [kg/s] 


" Other" 

Nuss 3.03 "See Section 3.4" 


"==================Geometric and material Parameters (See Section 3.5.1 )================" 

L_ch = 0.179 em] "Channel Length" 

W_ch:::: 0.00246 [m] "Channel Width" 

L_f = 0.001 [m] "Fin Length" 

L_w = 0.003 em] "Wall Thickness" 

N_f = 192 em] "Number of Fins/plate" 

N_ch = 9 "Number of Channels/plate" 

Nyl= 12 "Number of Heat Exchanger Plates" 

P_f= 0.03985 "Single Fin Perimeter" 

A_f = 0.00003985 [m"2] 

A_Ctotal == 0.0918 [m"2] "Total fin side area" 

A_ff = 0.00053136 [m"2] "Total Free Flow Area" 

A_H :::: 0.1789 [m"2] "Heat Transfer Area" 

A-H_cond == 0.008638 [m"2J "Heat Transfer Area" 

D_H = 0.00206 em] "Hydraulic Diameter" 


k_graphite == 110 [W/m.1<] "Graphite Conductivity. See Appendix A" 

"===========================Calculate C min C max and C r=========================" - '- 

T_c_avg = AVERAGE(T_c_i, T_c_o) 

T_h_avg == AVERAGE(T_h_i, T_h_o) 


Cy_C == Cp(N2,T=(T_c_avg)) 

c_p_h Cp(N2,T=(T _h_avg)) 


C_c m_dot_c* Cy_C 

C_h == m_dot_h* cy_h 


C_min == min(C_c,C_h) 

C_max =max(C_c,C_h) 
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"==;::;===================Convection Heat Transfer Coefficients===================" 

~c Conductivity(N2,T=(T_c_avg» 

~h = Conductivity(N2,T=(T_h_avg» 


h_c = Nuss * (~c I D_H) 

h_h = Nuss * (k_h I D_H) 


"==================================Fin 

m_c = SQRT«2 * h_c) / (~graphite * L_f» 

m_h = «2 * h_h) I (k_graphite * L_f»)AO.5 


eta_Cc tanh(m_c * L_f) / (m_c * L_f) 

eta_Ch = tanh(m_h * L_f) / (m_h * L_f) 

eta_o_c = 1 - «A_f I A_H)*(1 - eta_Cc» 
eta_o_h 1 - «A_f I ~H)*(1 - eta_Ch» 

"================================Wall Resistance===========================" 

n===========================Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient===================" 

n==========::::==================::::=Number of Transfer Units====::::=================n 

n=============================Heat Exchanger Effectiveness=====================n 

epsilon = NTU I (1 +NTU) 

"=============================Maximum Possible Heat Transfer==================" 

"===========================Actual Heat Transfered============================" 

"============================Outiet 

{Q_dot for the cold side = Q_dot for the hot side} 

DELTAT_c = T_C_D - T_c_i 
DELTAT_h = T_h_i - T_h_D 


Q_dot C_c * (DELTAT_c) 

Q_dot = C_h * (DELTAT_h) 


"================================Pressure Dr()p::::====,==:::========:====,==:======:==:=n 
P _c_avg Average(P_C_D,P_c_i) 
P _h_avg :::: Average(P _h_o,P _h_i) 
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rho_c = Density(N2,T=T _c_avg, P =P _c_avg) 
rho_h = Density(N2,T=T _h_avg, P = P _h_avg) 

V_c m_dot_c / (rho_c * (A_ff/2)) 
V_h =m_doLh / (rho_h * (A_ff/2)) 

mu_c=Viscosity(N2,T=T _c_avg) 
mu_h=Viscosity(N2,T=T _h_avg) 

Re_c = (rho_c * V_c * D_H) I mu_c 
Re_h = (rho_h * V_h * D_H) I mU_h 

Cc= 57/ Re_c 
Ch =57/ Re_h 

DELTAP_c =(Cc * (L_ch / D_H) + 0.5 + 1) * (rho_c * V_cA2) /2 
DELTAP _h =(Ch * (L_ch / D_H) + 0.5 + 1) * (rho_h * V_hJ\2) /2 

P _c_i =P _c_o + DELTAp_c 
P _h_i = P _h_o + DELTAp_h 
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AppendixD Flow Meter Calibration Curve 

--- -_.__ ..._--_ .._--------
The following graph shows the calibration curve for the flow ineter used in the feasibility tests. 

This flow metre was a Fischer & Porter Model 1 OA6132AiB1 0 with a tube designation of FP-1/4

25-G-5/81 and a stainless steel ball. 
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